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The Scientific contributions of the doctoral dissertations 
 
Determining the role of tourism in the development of southern Serbia, a 
predominantly rural and undeveloped areas, as well as consideration of the possible directions 
of development not only of different forms of tourism, but also other complementary 
activities, the self-imposed as the contents of the priority activities in the work. 
In this way, will be showing the potential and importance of tourism to overall 
economic development, but also the development of this activity limitations arising from 
altered depopulation and unfavorable demographics and traffic isolation, much of southern 
Serbia. At the empirical level will be determined by the current level of development, where 
there is a tourist destination of Southern Serbia, which will enable the successful development 
of new routes. The current level of development of tourism in South Serbia will be determined 
on the basis of analysis of the level of development, infrastructure and overall trends in 
revenue. 
It is expected that the study indicate the directions of development of tourism in 
Southern Serbia and offer optimal development model of tourist destination systems and 
products. Given that tourism is based on people and their interactions, the expected 
development of tourism of South Serbia must be based primarily on the development of 
tourist thinking total local population, which will continue to profile the appropriate 
personnel, who will continue with the development of the tourist system.  
In this way the dissertation will get an application importance and its results can be 
incorporated into the official strategy of tourism development in South Serbia as a whole, but 
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"Valorization of economic - geographical resources of South Serbia 
 in the function of tourism development" 
bstract: At the beginning of the motives that explain the choice of topics and points 
to a way of doctoral dissertations. Then, in a conceptually related topics will be discussed 
theoretical and methodological background and work harder to define. Will discuss the 
development of tourism as a modern social and global phenomenon. Analyze the geographic, 
traffic situation, as well as travel to some position emissive areas. There will be a complex 
evaluation of tourism resources to the methodology recommended by the World Tourism 
Organization (UNWTO). Also, based on tourist traffic and the number of nights will be 
determined by the quality and level of tourism development Tourism South Serbia. At the 
same time analyze the distribution of tourist traffic (seasonality), and types of traffic to tourist 
destinations (mountain resort, spa centers, town centers, etc.). In this regard, a review of the 
current forms of tourism in this tourist destination such as health care, transit, excursion, rural, 
mountain, events and other specific forms of tourism. Furthermore, we will investigate the 
specificity of the place of tourism in the economic structure of South Serbia. At the same 
time, a review of the structure of the economy by sectors and cross-cutting relationships 
between tourism and certain industries. 
In parallel, to consider the position of South Serbia as a tourist destination with the 
three most important aspects. The first is the setting up of indicators of competitiveness of 
tourism, another analysis of competitive strengths and weaknesses of tourism and the third 
aspect of the benchmarking analysis of tourism products and comparison with similar 
resources. All of this contributes to the determination of directions of development of some of 
the existing and new forms of tourism, as well as establishing a sustainable development of 
tourism.  
Finally, this paper will be on the development prospects of some forms of tourism in 
the short term may bring the greatest economic effects with minimal financial investment. 
Keywords: South Serbia, valorization, tourism product, tourism development, tourist 
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.  
, .        
 .         
 ,       
   ,         
.    .      
     ,   
   ,    . 
         ,     
  ,      
      ( , , 
,    ).       
  .     
 ,        
  .       
        .   , 
  ,      ,    
   .  
         
: 
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1.             
        ,  
2.          
        . 
    ,       
   -          . 
            
  ,           
      . 
          
       .   
         .  
       ,  
 ,        . 
         ,    
        
 .       , 
   .  
   ,       
        .  
      , , 
  .          
         ,   
.            
         . 
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Ta  1.     
      ђ  
      
  
 
       
       
       
       
       
       
  - ;  -   (    )  
: , ., , ., 2011, . 39. 
 
     ,   .  
        ,  
       .     
 ,      .     
      . Butler     
          
   (Butler, R.W., 1980, . 44): , , , 
,   ђ . , ђ ,      
       "  
 , , ђ ,   ".  
           
  .     .     
.      .  
         
  .          
.            
     .      
,        . 
      .     
     .     
         . 
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      .       
     .      
    .  
  ,      
.         ,     
.  
    .      
          . 
        .     
  , -    . 
    .   
    ,  ,   .   
   ђ    .  
ђ    ,  ,  ,  
 .      , ђ   
 ,     .    
         
 - ,      . 
        ђ ,   
       . 
          
    :    ,   , 
 ,  ,  ,  
,  ,      . 
        
         
 .         
        ,     
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2.2.3.     
 
      ( , ., 1988, . 193) : 
 ( )  ђ      
    ( ).   ,  
  " "          " "  
    - .          
  ?  
  ,         
      ђ .     
          
 .           
   ( )    ђ   
 .  ,     
 :  
 , 
   
   . 
       
  (  , , ,    
, , ,  ),     ( -  
ђ ,  ,    ,   
). 
      : 
    , 
    , 
 , 
   , 
 , 
  , 
     , 
   ,    . 
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 .            
ђ      ,      
  .           
  ,        . 
          
.     : , , , ,  
  .  
        
 .             
 (       ђ   ),     
 ,      ђ  ,    
   . 
            
,    , ,    




2.2.4.    
 
 ђ          
          
 ,    ,     
         
      .      
 ђ      ,    
    .  , , 
 , ђ         
     , ,    
.       ,    
,    .   ,  
        ,   
         ,  
     .  
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   (  1)     
 ,           
       ,     
          
.  
 1.     
 
: Ritchie, Crouch, 2003, . 110-111. 
 
        
           
   ,       
.  1          
,           
.  
      џ    
       џ   
,            
   .     
  (   - ),   
,     ,     , 
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       .  
        ,    
        ,    , 
  ђ       .  
       , ,    
  .          
    ,      
 ( ,    ,  , ),   
         . 
 
 
2.3.  ђ   
 
 ђ      ,    
  ( , .,  . 2006, . 132).      
,             
    ,     ђ   
,    -    ( , ., 
, ., 2006; , ., , ., 1998; , ., 1982).   , 
 ђ    ,     
 ,      .    
           ђ  
 ( , Ђ., 2005, . 87).  
  ,  ђ        
  ,      
  ( , Ђ., , ., 1997, . 36),   
          
     ( , ., 1977, . 65).  
  ,  ,      
   :     ,     
    ( , ., , .,  2006; , ., 
2002; , ., 1998; Laws, E., 1995; , E.,1984; Kripendorf, J., 1982; Baud-Bovy, .,  
Lawson, F., 1967). 
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       ђ  ,   
   ,  ,      . 
          
         .  
          
:  ,  , -     
.             
,            ,    
 , ,    ( , Ђ., 2005, . 88).  
,         ,   ,    
            ( , .,2005, ).  
        .   
         ,   
    ђ      
    .     
             
ђ           
  (Lawson, F., Baud-Bovy, M., 1977, . 92). 
,  ђ     ,   
  ,        
     .  ђ    
         
         . 
  ,  ђ       
      ,   
Ш          
            
(  Ђ., , ., 1997, . 37) . 
 
2.3.1.   
 
    ,      
      ,  
 , ,   ђ     
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  ,       
   ,     ђ   
,  , -      . 
       ђ , ,   
 ђ ,     ,  ђ ,    
  ,        .  
 ,      ,  
          
. 
  ђ        ,   
      ,    ( , ., 2007, . 48): 
1.   : 
   : , , ; 
   : , , ; 
   : , , ; 
   : , , ,  
. 
   : , ,  ,  
. 
2.  : 
  ; 
  ; 
 ђ     . 
3.   : 
      . 
  ђ      ђ   
        . 
 
2.3.2.     
 
  ђ        
 ,      . ,  
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,       ђ   .  
       ђ  ,   , 
   ђ       ,     
,     ,   , 
    . 
        
  ,       
-  .        
       ,  ђ  ,   
   џ ,  : 
1.    ,  
2.   ,  
3. -  ,  
4.  ( )  ,  
5.     . 
     ,      
,          ,  
,        
ђ  . 
       , ,    
              
   .     
        ( )  
.          ђ  
 ( )    ђ  .  
 ,         ђ   
   .   , ,     
ђ          
ђ .       ,   
ђ        , 
    .   
  ,      
         . 
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2.3.2.1.     
           
.       ,     
 . Weaver, D., Lawton, L., (2002, .25)    : "  
            
". 
Manning, R., (1999, . 43)       
(Limits of Acceptable Change-LAC)     "   
".    (WTO)    
 : "            
,     ,   -
       " 
(PAP/RAC, 1997).    ,    
        (WTO, 2002).  
Hunter, C., (1995b, . 52-92)   ђ    , 
: 
  , 
  ( ) , 
    
  . 
           
,     ђ   ,   
      ,  ,   
.  
  ,        : 
 ђ  џ       , 
 ђ          ( , 
, ,   ), 
 ђ    , - ,   
 , 
    , 
  , 
 ђ     ђ  , 
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 ђ     ,     ђ  
 , 
 ђ  џ          
  (Hall, McArthur., 1998, . 138). 
ђ        
  ,      
   :  
1.  ђ        
       ,    
  ,       ,   
 . 
2.    ,    
    ,    .   
  (  )      . 
3.     ,       
   ( ),   .  ђ  
           . 
         ,   
  ,        
     .     
          ,   
   .          
   ,           
(Saveriades, 2000, A., . 147-156).  
 
 
2.3.2.2.      
 
   . ђ     
(The International Ecotourism Society/TIES) 1991.       
 - : "       , 
         ".  
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IUCN, 1996.  (      - World Conversation 
UЧТШЧ)   : "        
    ,          
  ,          ,  
 ,          
 -  ". 
,           
      .   
        .  
   ,   ,   
,         ,  
      ђ .     
,        ,   
   . 
, ,       . 
          
  ђ         .   
        ђ  ,  
         ( џ , ., 2005, 
. 22). 
           
    .     
            
    .        
,     ,       
   .  
   -     
     ,     
  . ђ ,        , 
        ,  
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2.3.3.      
 
        
      .   
         , 
   ,      , 
     . 
         ( , ., 
2007, . 195): 
    ђ        
 ,    ; 
      ђ      
         
  , 
    ђ      
        . 
         
    .        . 
            
ђ     .     
          
,       ,     
 . 
         
   ђ      ( ller, P.,  
2000, . 29-44).  
     ђ    , 
, ,    .     
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3.       
      
 
   .     , 
  ,     , 
    ,   ,  , 
  ,     
,  ,  ,     
 ,     ,     
   .  
        
,   ,   ,    
  ,    .    
 . 
   , .        
    ђ      ,  
       ,  
   . 
.       ,    
  ,        
 ,      ,   
,        . 
   ,    
 ,      .  
 , .         
 .         
,        ,    
      .    
       ,  
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     .   : 
1)           
     ( ) .       
        ; 
2)         
, ,   ,    
; 
3)     -        
  , ђ ,    . .      
       ,    
          ; 
4)    -          
    .         
,            
. 
     .      
: 
1)     .   , 
,            
; 
2)   . ; 
3)       ; 
4)   , ,    -
 ,     џ    
 ; 
5)     ђ ,     
      . ,     
   ђ       
      . 
           . 
    ђ    : 
1)  ђ         .   
 ,          
  ђ     ; 
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2)       . , 
  ( ) ,     
  .     ; 
3)      ђ     
     ,      
 -       
   ,       
  / ,  ,    , 
          (  
); 
4)          
        
   . ; 
5)  ђ      џ , 
     ( , , ,  
,    ),        
   (  ,     ).  
         
, .          
    ,    
 ,    ,    
  .         
   ,         
  .     , .       
   ,     
        . 
             . 
,     . 
 
 
3.1.     
 
  .     
,  ,  ,      
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    ,    ђ       
 . 
       ђ  
 .           
. 
 2.         
       - , ,   
. 
   , , ,   
.  
    , , ђ   
 . 
 2.     
 
 
: , ., 2008, . 1-22 
 
         
, ,  , , , , 
, ,   .  
     ,     
    . 
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.          
 : ,  , ђ ,   , 
   ,  ,    .  
        : 
,  , , , ,    , 
,   . 
ђ        ,   
    40  . 
         
        . .   
    .  : Delhaize, Merkator & Roda, DIS, IDEA, 
Univereksport, METRO Cash & Carry, Supervero, Lilly... 
.         
      .  
         , -
      .  
        ,   
       .   
          
           
.      ђ    , 
    ,     
.  
  .         
            
.      (  ,  
  .)    (   -  , ,  , 
 , , ...).       
   .  :  
      ,  
    , 
 ђ   ,  
   ,  
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    .      ,  
         , 
   ,  
    ,  
   ,  
      
    .  
       .   
  .   ,    
         ,  
     ,  
       . 
     : , 
,   .          
  .          
  .     .   
     ,     
    ,   , 
      . 
   .  : 
     4.650   ; 
  ,    ; 
     ; 
      ; 
     -     
 ; 
     ; 
    ,     
ђ               
    ; 
 ђ             
10  (    800  ,   8    
   100  ); 
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 ђ ,  ,         
             
   ; 
        ђ    ,  
       ; 
   ,    .    
              
   . ђ ,   -   
 ,      .  ,     
  ђ     . 
 
 
3.2.      
 
           
        . 
       .   
   ,   .      
              
   .          
 ,        . 
     ,     
   ђ        .    
   ,         ,    
   . 
   ,       , 
   .  
         
,      .        
,   :  (  ,  ),  
,  , ,   .  
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 , ђ ,  , .  ,    
      ( .  ,    
).  
            
    . 
        ,  
   ( , , ),    
,      ( , , , , 
,   ). 
    ,      (  
  ),     ,   
  ,    .  
         ,    
             
        . 
     .      
    .     
  ,        ђ , 
          . 
,     .      
      ( , , ), 
            ( , 
ђ , ).      
           
( ,   .),      -   
( , , ),       
        (  
 ). 
    ,      ( . 
 ),         . , 
       ( , 
 , ,  , ,  ,   
.)    . 
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.       ,    
     ,  , ,   ,   
ђ  , ђ      .  
      .   2013. ,  
        ,     
1,9%     .   ,    
      :   , 
, ,    ,    
 .          
,   . (www.pks.rs/privredasrbije.aspx). 
   ( , ,   )   
          
  ,       
            
 . . 
 
3.2.1.    
 
           
       .     
       ( , , 
  .)     .   
    .        
 :   (   ),  , 
 ,  ,  (       
 ),     (   , 
   -  ,   
 .). 
ђ         ,    
  ,    ,   ђ -  . 
            
 .  ,          
             
    .       
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       . 
           
  ,          
 .        , 
    ,     , 
     .      
         
      . 
    ,      
  ,  ,  , 
 , ,    , 
,   ,      , 
 ,  ,  ђ   , 
,       . 
            
    ( . ),    
   (     , 
   ),       
 ,         
ђ  .        
          
 . . 
.       (   )  
   (  ,   ),  
ђ ,     ,      
 .       70% 
   ,  30%   .  
       .   ђ  
  ,    ,     
        . 
  .   ,  37%      55% 
 .  ,   ,     
,      .     
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         .  
       ,    . (Ђ ђ -
, ., , ., 2012, . 35). 
 .         
 .         
 ,    ,    
   :  ,  
   ђ .  
, ,     ђ     . 
             
         .   
      : 
      , ,  .; 
         
( ,  , ,  )      
 (    ,  ); 
       - ,  , 
 , , .      (   
).  
         
      ,  ,   , 
 ,  .  
   .         
          
   .   , ђ ,   ђ   
 ,      .     
,     .       
           ,  
     .    
             
    ,        
    . 
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      ђ    
, ,       . .  .  
   ,       
   :  ,  , ,   
  .           
        .   ,  
  ,       
          .  
          . , 
        .  
      -    . 
         , 
       .   
         
,           
,          .  
             , 
              
  .           
 -    . 
           
    ,         
 .         
       ,    
ђ      -  .    ђ  
    ,  : ђ  ,   
,   ,     
        .  
 
3.2.1.1.      
 
        ,    
   ,          
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 .    ,      
     ђ   .    
      (Fritzsch, J.,  . 2010, . 74). 
    .       
 ,         
 ,      ,   
           
         . 
,   ,      
  ,     
(   )   ,   
           
          
 . 
  ,          
    ,  ђ    
       
   . 
         
      ,  ,   
,           
,           
    .       
 -  ,       ( , 
   .),       , 
         
,            . 
         
 ,     .    
           
        ,   
   (    ,  ,  
  ,       ,    
 .).  
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          . 
,      .       
          
 ,        
,            
    . 
          
         
    ђ   .       
     /  ,        
    .    
  ,   , , 
   .  
      ( , 
,    )       ђ  
  .        ђ  ( ),  
,    , ,    , , 
, ,         ђ  
,   ,       
  (    ).       
       : , ,   
  ,          
  .          
         ,    
      ,    
,             
.   .       
         .   
     ђ       
         
,        :  
          
     ,    . 
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3.2.2.    
 
      ђ  
,     ,      
 .   -      
  ,           
 .    ,      , 
    ,     
  .         ђ  
   : , , , ,   
.     ђ  ,    ,  
  ђ   .  ,    
" "       ,    
.     ,       
.  ,       
,         ,      
         .  
        ,    
    .  
         , 
            
.          
.           
    ,      
       - .   
  ,        
         . ,  
    ђ     ,  
  -     ђ  ,  ђ   
     .    ,      
       . 
 -   .    
      .  .     
 ,       10.  
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 .           
             
.  
        ђ  
   ,        
    ,     
  ,      . 
       "   2008", 
  : "        
    ,    , , 
    .     
       , 
 ,   ,    
         ". 
       . , 
    ,   .    
      .  ,  
  ,      .         
     . .  1991.    
    ђ    ,      
 .   .         
,    . ,      
  ђ     .   
       .      
 .    ,    
           .  
        10. ђ , 
        ,   
   ђ     . , 
          
        ,  
 ,  ,  ђ ,    
        
 .  
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4.        
 
  ,     .   
       .  
,    ђ  ,    
          
  .  
 
4.1.   
 
.              
       .       
,         .   
,    ,        . 
       ,    
  ,      .   
,  (  ),  (  ),  (  
)   (  )    ђ ,  
         . 
       ,   
       (43º 47' 11"),   
  (42º 15' 20"),     (43º 10' 14")   
   (22º 31' 60").  
        2.,     1.   
 








1.   -  43º 47' 11" 21º 33' 31" 
2.   -  42º 15' 20" 21º 39' 29" 
3.   -  43º 10' 14" 20º 58' 22" 
4.   -  42º 25' 60" 22º 31' 60" 
 
: A  
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     .    43º 02' 06" 
  21º 45' 19" .  
 
 1.    .  
:  
 
 .         . 
   .       
        , 
      . 
 
 
4.2.    
 
.      ,    
  .          
   ( ),   ,   
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     ,      
         .  .  
      -     
  ,      ,    . 
      ,   .   
 ,    ,   , 
 ,  ,   ,   
   ,     .     
      ,       
      .   ,   
       ,   -
    .        
         
.  ,       ,  
       ,   .  
  ,        .  
    : , ,   . 
 
 2.     
:  
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    -  ,   , 
 ,  ,    .  
    : , , џ  , ,  
(  , e , , ,  ),   . 
      2.729 km².      




 3.     
:     (www.rzs.stat.gov.rs) 
 
      ,   , 
        .  : , 
,   ђ .       
2.230 km².   90.600  (  2011).     
. 




 4.     
:     (www.rzs.stat.gov.rs) 
 
    ,     
-  .    : ,  , , 
, ђ   .      2.769 km².   
255.463  (  2011).     .  
 
 
 5.     
:     (www.rzs.stat.gov.rs) 
 
            
3.520 km² (3,98%   ).   7 : , 
, , , ,    .   
243.529  (  2011).     .     
 ,    ,           
 . 
 
 7 , 5   :  
1.  (     54 km     9 km)  
2.  (     42 km) 
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3.  (     47 km) 
4.  (   60 km) 
5.  (   14 km) 
 
      500 km².    
  (264 km²)       (860 km²). 
 
 6.   
:     (www.rzs.stat.gov.rs) 
 
 
4.3.   
 
-         
         ,  ,  
  .  
  .    ,      
ђ    .       . ,   
   ,  ђ       
     .   
          
.  10      .   
,  2.528 km,    , 2.300 km.    
   ( )   ( ). 
 .         10   
 -     96,1 km. ђ         
10           ,  
 4. ђ           
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,      , , ,  
,  ,  ,   , , 
, , .        
         
.          
   .     
 10 (2003),          
  10 (  - ) : 
      15 000  20 000 . 
      10 000  15 000 . 
     6 000  10 000 . 
     3 000  6 000 . 
    ђ      
ђ       ,   ђ  
 ђ  ђ      .    
    ђ   ,  
 ђ      .   
      ђ  
,         , ,  
 ,     . 
       - - -
           
  ,        
 . ,  1999.       
   ,  -   .  . 
      - - .  
  ђ     .  .     
  - - -        
    ,  .     
    I  II          
   ,       10    
     . ђ        
  ,    . 
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  . .     ,   
( )  ,   e,       
      ,    ђ . 
 
 
4.4.   
 
 .        
   (  ).     
       ђ    -
 . ,    ђ    
   .        
        ,    
  ,       
   . 
-      ђ    
,      .   ,  
   .     , 
     .  
           . 
    : 
 , 
 , 
   
   . 
,  ,      
    ( , ., 1986):  
 , 
 , 
   
     . 
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 .        
 ,    , , , ,     
 .          
 ђ      .    
          
  .         . 
        
    ,     
 , ,      
. 
        ,   
         . 
        . 
 .            
        ,     
   ,     ,  
             
. ђ ,       .   
  , ,      
   ,   . 
       
,        . 
       ,  
  ђ         ,  
  .        10  , 
    10  .       
       ,     , 
   ( - - )    . 
         
        .   
      ,      
        . 
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4.4.1.      
 
            
  , ђ       ( , 
2008, . 90-91): 
   , 
   , 
   . 
 .         , 
     ,    .     
,         .  
            , 
  .        . 
.      ,    . 
       .      
   .      . 
 
 
4.4.2.      
 
 .        
: 
  ,  
  , 
    
    . 
 
 .          -  
  ђ   .     
   .     .  
  ђ    , ђ , .  
  ђ     .    
 ,          
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   . ђ ,          
  ,      . 
         ,  ,   
        .  
               
.     ,   . 
-   ,    ,   
        .  ,   
       ,    
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  ,   , , ,  
         (   
).      ђ   , . 
,     ,      
     . 
 ђ        
        ђ   
. ,  -   .    
        . 
     (WTO)   
         
          
 ђ        ,  
 . 
  ,   ,       
 ,    -   . . 
     ђ     
  ,      ,   
,    . .   , ђ     
          
,     , ,      
. ђ ,    , ,  
        ,     
  ,   ,  ,  
   ,   . 
 ,            
ђ       .  
 -   .     
 ,    -      
       .  
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      . :  
1)   ; 
2)   ;  
3)  ;  
4)       
5)    .  
      ,     
         ,     
    ,        
   . 
 
 
5.1.     
 
     ( )  
         . 
   ђ  ,   .   
           
 , ,    .    
         .  
 
 
5.1.1.    
 
   -  ,     
 .           
     .        ђ   
 , ,     .  
      ,      
. ђ ,        
        . 
,    ,      
         . 
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,     , ђ ,        
( , ., , ., 2004, . 37-38).  
     ,   
.    ,   ,  
   .       
         .  
,     ,      
        ( , ., , 
., 2005, . 54). 
 .     ,    
       .    
,     , ,  , 
    (   ђ  ,  
...). 
   .     .   
      .   ђ   
  ,   -       
-    .  (  )  
       ,    :  , , 
, ,  ,  , , ,    
, , , , ,      
   .  -  ( ђ  )   
    :  ,  , , 
,   .        
.            
 ,          . 
    ,  (  , 1.196 m n.v.)   
         ,   
     .        
 (1.703 m n.v.) -    ,  (1.403 m n.v.)  
 (1.198 m n.v.). 
        
        ,   .  
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      (460 m n.v.)    
         .   
   ,  ,  ,  
,  ,     . 
   ђ        
      .        . 
           
 .         .   34 km,  
 550 m.     .      
 ,   .        
 .    ,    
         . 
        .     
 -   50 km,      -   45 km. 
  ђ           
. 
           
.       - ,   
 ,        .  
     .         
;  ,    ,      
 ,   ( )       , 
   . 
      .   
      ,   ,    
    .  
         -
           . 
       .   
   ,   ,    
(   1.344 m n.v.),    . 
           
        ,     17 km.  
     .       
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 .    ,  7 km,  ђ  
     ,      . 
,  ,    ,      
     .        
 .     8 km     . 
  ђ            
        .    
     .      
,   ,        
 , , ,   .      
  ,       Via 
Militaris. 
 
 7. a a 
: www.srbija.travel 
 
           
  .  1995.     115,73 ha    
  "     ".   
  580 m (     ),     293 m 
n.v.    ,   .  
 
 
 8.  a a 
: www.srbija.travel 
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         .   
34 ФЦ,   550 Ц.     .     
  ,   .       
  .    ,    
         . 
 
 
 1.    
: www.srbija.travel 
 
     .      
    .       , 
,     . 
   ,          
       (6.025 m).     
,    ,    .   ,  515 m 
n.v.    ,      , 
2.800  ,     310 .   
,    ,      .  
           - 
   20 .     ,    
  ,       .   
      ,       
.  
 




 2.   
: www.srbija.travel 
 
         .  
       ђ    .     
        ,      
 .       . 
     , ,    
,        30 m.         
   ,     (www.jugoistocnasrbija.rs). 
 
 
 3.   
: www.srbija.travel 
 
  (  )    ,   
  606 m n.v.   2 km    .    
   620 m,        460 m.    
    .         
 .         60 cm.   
, ,    .  ,      
     ђ      .  
    ( )       
     3.829 m.         
     900 m    . 
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      ,     
,   ,       
   ,       
         .   
  (  ,  , ,  
   .)       ( , 
., , .,  , ., 2006, . 63-77). 
 
5.1.1.1.    
 
   :  ,  
   . 
`   .          
    -   : 
   200 m n.v. 
 ђ  200-500 m n.v. 
   500-1.000 m n.v. 
    1.000 m n.v.  
          
,    ђ ,    . ђ  -  
 ,       500 m   
     1000 m n.v. 
     ,    ,    
   .    1.000 m n.v.  10%      
. .         ,      
  .      1.500 m n.v.     
    1.922 m n.v.         
   .         
  , , ,   .  
        . .  
      ,         
          .  
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         , 
  .:          
  .  .         
     .     , 
,   ,    ,    
.  ,        
  .  , J., (1992)    3      
   ,    3-15      
,        .  ђ  15  30  
     ,       
    -   .   
      (  500 m),     - 
 ђ     .    ,  
 ,       500 ha,   
  1.000 m (  )  1.500 m (  ),   
  200 m, . ( , ., 1990, . 381-422).      
  ђ        . 
     ,   
.        .  
          
 ,     .   
  ,   ,     , 
       .  
 
 
5.1.1.2.    
 
         
   .    ,    
 ,         
,   .      
 : , ,   . 
    .  :  
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1.      -     
 : , , , ,   , ,  
 . 
2.             
   :  ,  , - , 
   ,     (BТrНаКtМСТЧР), 
,     . 
Ђ      -   
  . .         .  
  , , ,  ,   . ђ , 
   Ђ    ђ      . 
  Ђ    “       
:  , , , ,    ”. 
   40        .  Ђ  
   1959.    ,        
    67      .  
  50  .        
            
   .     ,    
 :      ,    
  ,         . 
  27 km    .       
  (Ђ    ),    . Ђ  
     ђ  ,        
.     500 m    235 m.   
  65.000 m2.    ђ   ,       
         Ђ  .   
 425 m,    31.875 m2 (www.glassrbije.org/srbija). 
 
 
5.1.1.3.    
 
       ђ      
 :   ђ   .      
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ђ       .      
    . 
    ,   : 
, - , - , -
, - , , ,  
,     ( , . ., 2002, . 102). 
          
  - ,   .   
        
  -  . 
         
        .  
  ,      . , 
            
 ,    . 
  .        
  -      .  
        : ,  
  .       , 
    ,  ,     
 ,    . 
    45 km,   15 km,      
  -         
-  .    -    
  250 m n.v.  1.810 m n.v.      ,     
     .      
       (     , 
   ),    ,      
  .         
,            
 ( , , , ,   
),  ,  .   ,    
     ,         
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          .     
 ,   1.810 m n.v.         
1.361 m n.v.       .    
 :  , џ  ,  ,   
.  
 
 9.   
: www.srbija.travel 
 
     :    .   
     .     Ђ  
(1.492 m n.v.),  (1.481 m n.v.),  (1.313 m n.v.)    (1.257 m n.v.) 
    ђ    .   
ђ        -  (   
).        .    
   ,     ,   .  
 
 
 10.    
: www.srbija.travel 
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        .    
  ,       .     
(1.442 m n.v.),      (1.207 m n.v.),  (1.192 m n.v.),  
(1.370 m n.v.),  (1.405 m n.v.),   (1.386 m n.v.)    (1.306 m 
n.v.).   ,    ,      - , 
       .     ,  
,    ,  (1.310 m n.v.)   (1.327 m n.v.).   
             
 .  
 
 4.   
: www.srbija.travel 
 
    ђ     ,    
.    - .       
: ,    .     (1.409 m 
n.v.). 
     ,    
,    .     
  .       .  
      ,  ,   
  .    (1.345 m n.v.)      
 ,    . 
     ,   
.         , 
      ,   ,    
    ,   .    
,           ,  
        ,     
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      .    
    .  
     :  (1.721 m n.v.)   16 km 
,  (1.638 m n.v.)   13 km ,  (1.664 m n.v.)  
  9 km ,  (1.876 m n.v.)    22 km     
(1.753 m n.v.)   8 km .     12.000 .   
 ,     (1.923 m n.v.),  ,  
ђ    ,     -  .  
     ђ    480 m  250 m,   
 500   .         
   .        
.           .  
      .    
  1.876 m n.v.    1.757 m n.v. 
   ђ    ,   
    .      1.881 m n.v. 
       .      
ђ  ђ       .   
,      (1.719 m n.v.).  
 
 
5.1.2.     
 
             
    ,     . 
       .  
        
 ,    ,    ,   
 ,      . 
         
    .      ђ  
  ђ        
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.  ,          
     . 
 .    ,      
     ђ   .    
 .             
   . ђ        
    ,     
   .    .     
,           . 
         
  .  ,      
  ,        .  
     :                    
(        500 m n.v.     
 ђ  11,4°C  12°C),     (  .  
    1.500-2.200  ),  (   
          3 )   
(      589,6 mm      123    43   
 ). 
 
5.1.2.1.    
 
          
 .   ,     
,          . 
         
  300 Ц  10,9 C,        300 Ц  500 
Ц  10,0 C.      1.000 m     
    6,0 C,     1.500 Ц  3,0 C.   
  .          
  - 6,0 C      0 C    
.         300 Ц  500 Ц,  
      - 3,0 C  - 1,0 C,      
  1.000 Ц  - 6,0 C  - 3,0 C.  
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11,0 C  22,0 C.      300 Ц    
    20,0 C  22,0 C,      J.    
   400 Ц  500 Ц.  1.000 Ц  ,   
     11, 0 C  16,0 C (http://www.hidmet.gov.rs). 
           
  .          
         
-    .         
 ,      .  
         540-820 mm, 
  1.000 m n.v.  700-1.000 mm ,      
     1.500 mm. 
        
  6,4њ  (     -3,6њ     16њ   
).        .      
,        .     
     ,   .     
        ,      . 
        ,    - . 
         (  , 2007.). 
 
 3.      
 º        1981-2010.  
 
 I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII . 
  -6,5 -5,3 -2,3 3,3 6,1 10,5 13,6 11,4 10,3 5,2 1,5 -4,8 3,6 
 -3,6 -2,6 0,2 5,6 10,2 13,8 15,8 16,1 12,3 7,4 2,9 -0,7 6,4 
: ааа.СТНЦОt.РШv.rs 
 
       ,     
   .      
   115 .     ђ  15 МЦ  27 МЦ,  
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 130 МЦ.   30 МЦ,    ,    
   70  ( , . ., 2005).  
       900-1.000 mm  . 
      - ,      - . 
      1 cm     30-43 ,  
 100 ,   110    .     
             
 ,          . 
,   .    -  
,     ,     ,    
   -  . 
 
 
5.1.3.    
 
         
,       , , ,   
,       ,     
.      ,       
   .         
 ( , ,   )     
  ( ),    ђ      
 . ,      -  
. 
  .         : 
 ,   :   . 
 
 
5.1.3.1.   
 
          
, ,        , 
   .       
   1.000 mg/l        
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       .    
    .       
- ,    - .  
      20њC     
   .          
   .          
    ( , , , ).   
   : 
   20њC  34њC, 
   34њC  38њC, 
   38њC.  
-     42њC       
   , ,   ,   : 
,   ,  - ,   ђ -
,      - . 
       , 
      .     .  
        . .  
 ,        
   . 
.           
,          
 .  
   ,       .  
  (   ),     (  
 ).    : , , 
, ђ ,   , , , 
,    ( ).  
          ,  
     ,      
ђ       . ђ ,   
   ,       ,      
     . 
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      .  (  ,  
,  ,  ,  ,  ,  
,     ),         
,   ђ       
  .  
       (96ºC),  
 (68ºC),   (37ºC) .       
  ,         
  . 
  .         ,   
 ,    : џ ,  , , -
, , , ,   .     
, ,   ,   .  
 ,         
  .      . 
 
 
5.1.3.2.   
 
  : , ,   .     
      
     .     , 
 ,       ђ ,     
   .   ђ ,      
 ,        ( ,  , 
 )   .  
      .   295 km   
  -          . 
        .    
   ,   ђ  -     
 .  49 km        
    246 km    .    
   .   : , ,  ,  
,  , , ,    . 




 11.       
: www.srbija.travel 
 
             218 km 
    .     ,     
, , , ,       
  , , ,      .  
       60,4 km,   625 
km².           .   
   ,    ,     . 
        .  
   12 km      . 
      .     
   ,        .  
   136 .     . 
     .     
 ,        (1.073 m n.v.)  
 .     (   )    
     (   ),    84,5 km.  
          10 km   
.   75 km.  
     .   : 
,    .       . 
    70 km           
, 10 km   . 
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           : 
  .            
.     . 
         
.     .      
 , ,   . 
 
 
 12.      
: www.srbija.travel 
 
      1949.    
       .    
    10,5 km2.         
,      ,     .   
     ,    ,   
 ,       .  
        
, ,     ,    
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   .        (  - )  
  9 km    1,77 km       
 3,5 km.           20 m,    
  12 m (     25 m    ).  
        132,5 km.      - 
 (250 m   115 m )        
  (480 m   150 m ).      
ђ       .         
    ,        
, ,   ,          
,      ( , 
  ),    ,   .  
        ,   ,  
    .      
   18,5º ,    17,1º . 
  18,0º       , 
            ,   
          .   
      ,    23,0º  
( , ., 1985, 127). ,        
    ,    .  
           
  16,5 km2 (     ).     40 
Ц    45 ,         100 ,  
     .        
,        -  
 (www.arhiva.glas-javnosti.rs.). 
    ђ    , 
   1978. .     , 
ђ ,          
 .           - 
,   13 km     10 km  .    
 450 h         6 m  10 m.   ,  
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  ,           2-2,5 
m,          40 m.  
  ђ       .  
   , ,    ,   , 
   ,           . 
        ,     
 . 
    .      
 ,    .        
        , (  ).  
 ,   , , , ,   .,  
    . 
         
 ,    .      
   ,          
,   .       . 
     7-8 km   ,  
 400 m.   500 m,     250 m,   50 m. 
    2,5 m.         
 ,         .   
        ђ: , , , 
, , ,   .       
(www.tt-group.net. reke i jezera u srbiji.rs). 
         . 
     ђ            
    .        
 - ,    .     ,  
     (www.usr-moravica.com/jezera). 
    ђ       , 
    950 m.        , 
ђ     ђ      , 
    . ђ   1978.   -  
.        3,5 km,     
100 m.         ,     25 
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km.   „ “,       ,   
      .      , 
 15    ,      340 m 
  ,         
" ",    .     64  . 
 „ “       74,7   .   
,           ; 
          ( , . Ђ.,  
2005 , . 28). 
 .    ђ        
 .        .  
2/3    ,  1/3 .     
      ,        
 ,    ,       
.     . 
   ,   ,    
 .      
    ,   ,   
   ,   ,     
 .  ,        ,  
 ,       ,  
           . 
      II  III  ђ .  
ђ           
     .   ,    
    ,     
   .      ,   
 (  ),  (  ),   (  
)   (    ),   II  III . 
     III .     -  
  ,    II  ђ      ( ), 
 ,               
   .  
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     10.280 ФЦ².      
 102 Ц³/s.        .    
 .       
      II  III .    
  II  ђ          
  .     20њC.     
          
.         ђ  ,    
    .       III 
.       , ђ   
         ( , . Ђ.,  
1990, . 96.) 
 4.   ,  ,    
       АЉI 
 
 






  -   -   66  
       64  
  100        
    
65  
  300       
     
66  
  100        
 
66  
  -   - 100      65  
      64  
  100       
       
65  
  300       
       
62  
   -   - 100    
  
65  
   -   - 100    
   
66  
 
:     ,      ,  
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     2013.  (    
         2013). 
    (  4)    , 
 ,            
. 
 АКtОr ЉuКХТtв IЧНОб (АЉI)    (  
 (% ),   (  100 ЦХ), pH , BЈK5 
(ЦР/L),   (њC),   (ЦР/L),  (ЦР/L),  
(NTU)    (ЦР/L)   (qТ)   
       . 
 
 
5.1.4.     
 
    ,   
  ,     . 
( , ., 2000, . 52).   , , , 
,      .  
    ,    , , -  
 . 
 
5.1.4.1.   
 
  ( )     ,   , 
  .       
     ,    . 
 .          
 .        , , 
, , , ,         . 
       600-800 m n.v.     
     1.300 m n.v.    1.000-1.300 m   
  , , ,    .     
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    ,      (   
). 
           
 .      ,  , , 
, , , .      , ,   
 .        .   
   , , , , , .  ,  
            
 . 
  ,      
  ,          
 .        ,  
       .      
   ,         
-  .     
          .  
    ,  ,       
 .  
  .          
   ђ      - IUCN (   
    ,   ,      
       -     , 
     .)  
 
 
5.1.4.2.   
 
  ( )    -    
,    , , , .    
       (   
): 
  - 259   - , 
   - 86  , 
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  - 14       , 
  - 13  , 
  - 139  , 
  - 25  . 
     , , , , , , 
, ,  ,  .      .   
       .  
    ,      .  
     :  ,  ,  ,  
, ђ  ,  , ,  ,  ,  
,  ,  , , К .  
   ,     ,   
ђ    ,        
     "  028". 
 
 
5.1.4.3.       
 
 ,  ,     
         
.        .  
   (500-900 m)      ,    
 .            
  -  ,      600 m 
.     , , , , ,    . 
   1.200 m         
.         ,    
      . 
           
  .          
 ђ  ,     .       
    ђ      ( ,   )  
  ( , ).  
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        , 
            
ђ    .       
  ђ          
  . 
   .       
        
    .      
    ,     
  .      
,          




5.1.4.4.     
 
         . 
,       ,      
 ђ          
 .        
             
  . 
  .  ,         
,           
  .        
    ђ    ђ   
   .       
     ,     
.   
  .   -  ,   
         -  
 ,      .    
 ,       ,  
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, ,      .    
     ђ       
   ,           
     .     
            
      . 
  .         
,       .    
         ђ  
  ђ     .  
         
    .        
 .        
      . ђ , 
          
          
  . 
          . 
   .  :  
   ,   1.829 km²; 
   ,   1.693 km²; 
   ,   1.413 km²; 
   ,   1.059 km²; 
     - ,   2.175 km²; 
     ,   1.544 km²; 
   ,   2.908 km².  
        .  
           
, , , ,  ,    .    
      -      
  .  
           
   ,        .   
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        -   
(      )      
  , ,   .  
      " ", " ", "  
", " ", " ", " "  " ".    
           , 
  ,  , ,  .    
         . 
        
          
  .        
   .       - 
        . 
    -      
      ,    
  ђ   ,     ,   
        -    
   ,      -75 -   
   -75 -    ,    
 -    . 
       ђ     
   -75 -   .     
     : ,  , , ,  
.         . 
        -
   -75   ,    -75   
       ,     
      ,     
         - -
ђ ,     ђ - - -    
      ,     
           -
-  ,           
        ,       
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   - - ,        
        . 
 
 
5.1.5.    
 
          
 ,     5,8%   
  .       
    ,     
          
    ,  ,   , 
 , ,      , 
-          
. 
    J.        
   :    ,  
   ,      , 
  Ђ  ,   -    
      . 
        
   .          
         ,     
17 km.        .    
  3  .  ,  7 km,  ђ  
         .  
,            
   .           
,        400 m.  ђ  
 .     ,    2 km,   
      ,   .  
       .     8 km 
    .        
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  "ЏТК ЦТХТtКrТs".         
    ,    .  
  (   )      
,  3    .      
 .        . 
        .     
  11         . ђ ,  
  ђ  112   ,    ђ   
    .      
 115,73 h ,    20,50 h    , 57,29 h     37,94 h  
  .      4 km.    
     :  , , , 
.      ,    - 
 .      "  
"            - 
     ,   39 , 20   
            
        . 
        .   
   ,       ,    
.           
,       - . 
  (  )         
   .      250 2.   
    35 km,    12 km.       
 ,        ,   
1.300  ,      .   
            
,        ,    
 .        ђ    
   .  
Ђ   (  ),        
.         , Ђ      
     ,          
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         2010. . ,  
Ђ              
   UNEЋCO.    ,   
    .       ,      
  . 
 (   -   )    
    ђ    .  
     12,74 h .  j     
  -   ,         , 
    .       400 
   ,   .     
,        ђ  . 
            
. 
          
,     .     ,  
        ђ         
     .      
            
  .  
  (   -   ),  
2.606      ,     ,   
  (  ),      ( ), 
  . ,      ,  
,         
        . 
       ,     
   ("   ", . 66/91, 83/92, 53/93, 48/94  
53/95 )       ,     1996. 
       ,  2,485 h . 
   ђ    (   840 m n.v.)  
     (  1.211 m n.v.)    
(  )  ,      (  
- ),  .     ,  
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   (436 m n.v.)     .   
  11. ,          
.  
   ,    , 
   ,   , 
    ђ      
 .   , ђ  ,   
   ,    ,   
 ,     .      
  .   
 
 
5.2.     
 
         
,       . 
    , ,   ђ ,     
   .       
  ,            
 .  - , , , 
   . 
-         
  ,   ,  ,  
    ,    .   
      ,   
       ,     
 :   ђ ,  , , ,  
, , ,       
( , , , , ). 
         , 
     , ,    
. 
         
     ,     
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.      : , , 
,    , , ,    
. 
           
    ,     ,     
     -       
, ,        , 
          , -
 ,  ,     . 
    .    .  
            
     .    ђ  
   ,       , 
      .  
          
,           
, . .,   "   " (1990).    
     : , , , 
      . 
 
 
5.2.1.    
 
        
 ђ    .      
      (  -        
2,6    10.000.   . .).     , 
 -   (  ЏI   . .) -   
     .     
      -   (  ) 
     (     
 , 1983).  
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   .       ,    
    ,    .      
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  ђ ,           
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/ ђ   ).          
,           .  
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ђ  -  .  ,     9  
     6    .   .   
   , 15 km   ,   
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     ,        
      ,       
.    .  ђ ,    
         ђ     . 
    ,        
        ,        
 ђ    ( , , , , ) ( , 2007, . 
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   . ,         
  .         . 
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  .      :    
,    ,   ,    , 
  ,      . 
  (2200 - 750 / 700   . .)     
     .    ,  
 ,          (2200. - 1600. 
  . .)   .      .  
   (    )   300.  750./700.   . .  . 
    -  3      . 
ђ     ђ  . ,       
 ,           ,  
    .        
 ,      ,      
,     .  ,   
     , , , , , , 
, , ,  , -     
         
( , ., 2008, . 84). 
     ђ  ђ     -  
    ,  ,  "  " ђ   
 .            
(   ). 
  (750  . . .  9  . .).      
 , ђ     ,      
       - 12.  7.    ,   
         
   4.    3.   . .     ђ  
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   ,   ђ       
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           . 
      3.   4.  (  , 1983).  
      „  “ (  
        ,     
  ), ( , ., 1972).  
 ( . NКТssus, . Ναϊσσός)    ,     
  3.   . .,      .    ђ  
       III.  5.  6.  
    ,  , ,   . 
      612. - 614. .     
    .  ,        
   , , , , , , ,    
, ,   .       ђ   
.    ђ  1878.          
 (ЊШЦКЧ ОЦpТrО, 1987, . 322).  
  (Justiniana Prima)     8 km  ,   30 
ФЦ  .       ђ    I (527-565.), 
 ,  ,   .  535. XI , 
           
  .       .  
          .  
         .    
     -        
 ,  ,   ,    
.      ,       . 
     ,      
 ,     ,  ,    
 .  
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     .     
         " ", 
 3, (1984): 
1.    ; 
2.  ; 
3.  ; 
4.   18.  19. ; 
5.   19  20.    
6.   . 
          
  , ђ     .  
         
 .       
 :  ,       
.        
 ,       ђ    
IV   V  ( , ., 2007, . 125-147). 
  .        
   ђ       ,   
       ђ    ,  
    .        
   ,    .     
        IЏ    
 .   (   )  6.000  ,  
    ,  ,    
,   (   )     40 
 ђ    .    ђ    , 
   ,     .      
1972.    .    : , , 
,   .  4.      . 
  ђ   :  ,    
,    ,        . 
       ђ   :   
       ( , .,2009, . 111-125). 
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.       ђ  :   
ђ     ,  ,    ђ    
   ђ ,    . 
   ,            
   ђ       
,     ,     ђ  
           
   ( , , ., 1936, . 39-45).   
 .           
            ,  
 ђ   ( , ., 1985, . 199-205).  
  - ђ        
                    
. .        -   
 .      XII  XVII .  
      :  -  , 
 - ,   . -  - џ  ,   
. ђ   -   - ,   - , 
      - ,   - , 
 -   .  
      :   (    
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        (    2 
:    .      
 .  .       1,5 .   
    ).  
,  .          
 .        
 .     888    .   
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       ,  . -
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 -  ,  -    .  
   .  (Ђ , ., 2008; , ., 2008; 
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   ,         . ђ   
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  (  ) -   ,   .    
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  -     .    ; 
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   -   .     . 
     -    ,  .   
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    ђ           , 
2       .     БЏ 
 (1451-1457)   ,      II   
   .        
 ,           
; 
   -          
     , 3 km    18 ФЦ  .   
   1986. . 
  ђ    18.        , 
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     ,    . ђ   
     ,     , 
   ђ     .    : 
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  , џ     16.     ђ . 
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 6. ђ   
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  25 .       , -  ђ  
    ,    ,          
     , „      
,               ђ  
“ ( , ., 2003). 
Ћ -              
       (952 ),   , 
ђ   ђ .    4    ,    
 .    1892.       58 
 .          
.             
   .  
 
 7. Ћ   
: www.srbija.travel 
 
  19  20. .    :   
,   ,  ,   ђ  1937. .  
          "  
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    -     Ђ     
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5.2.5.      
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6.1.    
 
         , 
        ,   
    ,        . .  
 6.         
. , 2010.  
      
  
         
 
 
90783 53561 37222 317370 261795 55575 4,9 1,5 
  88179 51368 36811 309658 254834 54824 5,0 1,5 
 31742 19128 12614 47296 27732 19564 1,4 1,6 
  22316 20338 1978 214132 209598 4534 10,3 2,3 
 12456 6593 5863 21322 10235 11087 1,6 1,9 
 3674 2685 989 5344 3922 1422 1,5 1,4 
  17991 2624 15367 21564 3347 18217 1,3 1,2 
 2039 1676 363 6849 6178 671 3,7 1,8 
џ   - - - - - - - - 
 - - - - - - - - 
 286 284 2 484 477 7 1,7 3,5 
 - - - - - - - - 
 279 233 46 379 306 73 1,3 1,6 
 
 
23377 21742 1635 118841 114698 4143 5,3 2,5 
 510 445 65 769 698 71 1,6 - 
ђ  - - - - - - - - 
 22867 21297 1570 118072 114000 4072 5,4 2,6 
 - - - - - - - - 
  14915 13546 1369 66336 63246 3090 4,7 2,3 
  7795 7594 201 51344 50362 982 6,6 4,9 
 
 
20891 13596 7295 88650 79308 9342 5,8 1,3 
 16 16 - 27 27 - 1,7 - 
 674 588 86 1641 1460 181 2,5 2,1 
 571 424 147 849 614 235 1,4 2,0 
 12873 5965 6908 18409 10272 8137 1,7 1,2 
ђ  6701 6552 149 67546 66765 781 10,2 5,2 
  56 51 5 178 170 8 3,3 1,6 
 
 
24442 19974 4468 116137 107008 9129 5,4 2,0 
 408 377 31 2901 2062 839 5,5 27,1 
 3903 3380 523 35953 34821 1132 10,3 2,2 
  1875 921 954 3397 1445 1952 1,6 2,0 
 14363 11967 2396 62320 58146 4174 4,9 1,7 
  6262 5982 280 48386 47716 670 8,0 2,4 
 157 141 16 550 520 30 3,7 1,9 
 3736 3188 548 11016 10014 1002 3,1 1,8 
 - - - - - - - - 
:  ,    ,     
  2011, . 254-255 
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 7.         
. , 2011.  
 
 
:  ,    ,     
  2012, . 214-215 
 
 
       
 
         
 
 
91618 55207 36411 302658 251788 50870 4,6 1,4 
  88952 52861 36091 295240 244906 50334 4,6 1,4 
 33530 21186 12344 51069 33260 17809 1,6 1,4 
  21845 20413 1432 198891 195095 3796 9,6 2,7 
 17173 7217 9956 24540 10533 14007 1,5 1,4 
 2574 2194 380 4018 3460 558 1,6 1,5 
  13830 1851 11979 16722 2558 14164 1,4 1,2 
 2303 2015 288 6895 6392 503 3,2 1,7 
џ   - - - - - - - - 
 - - - - - - - - 
 83 81 2 237 235 2 2,9 1,0 
 - - - - - - - - 
 280 250 30 286 255 31 1,0 1,0 
 
 
28547 25206 3341 141891 134461 7430 5,3 2,2 
 26 25 1 121 120 1 4,8 - 
ђ  - - - - - - - - 
 28521 25181 3340 141770 134341 7429 5,3 2,2 
 - - - - - - - - 
 
 
15986 12996 2990 67066 61327 5739 4,7 1,9 
 
 
12535 12185 350 74704 73014 1690 6,0 4,8 
 
 
20781 13754 7027 82075 72734 9341 5,3 1,3 
 5 5 - 7 7 - 1,4 - 
 680 612 68 1514 1387 127 2,3 1,0 
 514 415 99 849 707 142 1,7 2,0 
 12942 6363 6579 16836 9145 7691 1,4 1,2 
ђ  6372 6091 281 58558 57177 1381 9,4 4,9 





24511 19704 4807 109110 99311 9799 5,0 2,0 
 411 411 - 1129 1129 - 2,7 - 
 3997 3379 618 34835 33334 1501 9,9 2,4 
 
 
2434 1162 1272 5825 2528 3297 2,2 2,6 
 8731 6647 2084 16753 13589 3164 2,0 1,5 
 
 
5628 5371 257 41311 40541 770 7,5 3,0 
 68 55 13 169 147 22 2,7 1,7 
 3242 2679 563 9088 8043 1002 3,0 1,9 
 - - - - - - - - 
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 8.         
. , 2012.  
 
 
:  ,    ,     
  2013, . 252-253 
 
 
       
 
         
 
 
79631 47551 32080 290984 239298 51686 5,0 1,6 
  77782 45986 31796 286757 235505 51252 5,1 1,6 
 25713 14614 11099 42764 23814 18950 1,6 1,7 
  18338 16139 2199 194599 190152 4447 11,8 2,0 
 23750 12099 11651 35352 15772 19580 1,3 1,7 
 2544 1925 619 5036 3853 1183 2,0 1,9 
  7437 1209 6228 9006 1914 7092 1,6 1,1 
 1642 1380 262 3806 3419 387 2,5 1,5 
џ   - - - - - - - - 
 - - - - - - - - 
 1 1 - 1 1 - 1,0 - 
 - - - - - - - - 
 206 184 22 420 373 47 2,0 2,1 
 
 
27887 24458 3429 151360 142221 9139 5,8 2,7 
 2 1 1 8 6 2 6,0 2,0 
ђ  - - - - - - - - 
 27885 24457 3428 151352 142215 9137 5,8 2,7 
 - - - - - - - - 
 
 
16712 13839 2873 76788 70188 6600 5,1 2,3 
 
 
11173 10618 555 74564 72027 2537 6,8 4,6 
 
 
20539 11692 8847 73036 57966 15070 5,0 1,7 
 - - - - - - - - 
 885 709 176 2250 1713 537 2,4 3,1 
 481 410 71 658 561 97 1,4 1,4 
 14176 6024 8152 19614 10187 9427 1,7 1,2 
ђ  4735 4287 448 45852 40843 5009 9,5 11,2 
  262 262 - 4662 4662 - 17,8 - 
 
 
21689 16596 5093 88105 79130 8975 4,8 1,8 
 565 530 35 2237 2084 153 3,9 4,4 
 3112 2426 686 25914 23966 1948 9,9 2,8 
 
 
2507 1163 1344 3808 2332 1476 2,0 1,1 
 7349 5577 1772 13094 10016 307 1,8 1,7 
 
 
4874 4419 455 34856 33635 1221 7,6 2,7 
 53 41 12 177 152 25 3,7 2,1 
 3229 2440 789 8019 6945 1074 2,8 1,4 
 - - - - - - - - 
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        ,     
       . 
 
 
6.1.1.     
 
   ђ      ,     
        .   
, .  , ,    ,    
 (   ).        
     ( , ., 2005, . 27): 
   , 
   ,  
   . 
         
  .    
            
 ,          ,  
   . 
 
 9.         
  .  2010.  
 
       
 
         
 
 
90783 53561 37222 317370 261795 55575 4,9 1,5 
 
 
23377 21742 1635 118841 114698 4143 5,3 2,5 
 
 
20891 13596 7295 88650 79308 9342 5,8 1,3 
 
 
24442 19974 4468 116137 107008 9129 5,4 2,0 
 160093 108873 50560 640998 562809 78180 5,3 1,8 
 
:     
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 10.         
  .  2011.  
 
:     
 
 11.         
  .  2012.   
 
 
:     
 
 12.         












:    ,  16, . 336 
       
 
         
 
 
91618 55207 36411 302658 251788 50870 4,6 1,4 
 
 
28547 25206 3341 141891 134461 7430 5,3 2,2 
 
 
20781 13754 7027 82075 72734 9341 5,3 1,3 
 
 
24511 19704 4807 109110 99311 9799 5,0 2,0 
 165457 113871 51586 535734 558394 77410 5,0 1,7 
       
 
         
 
 
79631 47551 32080 290984 239298 51686 5,0 1,6 
 
 
27887 24458 3429 151360 142221 9139 5,8 2,7 
 
 
20539 11692 8847 73036 57966 15070 5,0 1,7 
 
 
21689 16596 5093 88105 79130 8975 4,8 1,8 
 149946 100297 49449 503485 518616 85870 5,1 1,9 
   ,   
2008 33838 86857 23521500 
2009 32381 82624 24432928 
2010 34349 87492 25193414 
2011 34014 86069 25851667 
2012 32142 82171 26457079 
2013 33250 85629 28028373 
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 13.         
,     .  2012.  
 
    
 49449 85870 
 1289 1554 
   4156 9876 
 1564 3537 
  1327 1948 
 1806 4499 
 3353 4999 
ђ  266 432 
 4571 7411 
 1759 1221 
 1184 308 
 1689 1911 
  1678 5355 
 1043 141 
 1325 18547 
 917 1398 
 164 342 
  5051 3724 
  20 46 
 150 445 
 171 289 
                    6180 10993 
   688 1427 
                  6098 7477 
 
:     
 
        .   2012. 
     ,     .   
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 14.         . , 
    2013.  2014.   
 
  
:     
 
           ,   
   . 
 
 
6.1.2.      
 
    .      -
 ,  ,  ђ   
  ,      
   .        
К   ,   ђ    
     .  
        . ,   







       
45912 38136 7776 118996 106183 12813 
2013/  33779 25179 8600 119876 106756 13120 
2013/  37334 25039 12295 148746 126735 22011 
2013/  43061 29941 13120 174959 152332 22627 
2013/  33389 24443 8946 113675 99211 14464 
2013/  30402 24699 5703 91926 81947 9979 
2013/  17204 13463 3741 57561 50353 7208 
2013/  18154 11362 6792 53764 39100 14664 
2014/  15657 11593 4064 53612 44825 8787 
2014/  13500 10336 3164 44403 36871 7532 
2014/  19216 13988 5228 51275 41645 9630 
2014/  28528 22044 6484 70326 58754 11572 
2014/  34879 26967 7912 95158 80537 14621 
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 15.         
 .   2000. - 2012.  
 
 





47588 29363 27954 22222 26058 26176 22678 26906 26299 22112 21049 21614 18338 
 420903 301163 169721 152241 168929 147155 201349 233233 236731 215474 212034 198606 194599
 
 
 9595 7470 12376 10317 10765 12074 11715 10598 15625 14924 14915 15986 16712 
 78190 64148 100522 79477 78757 80341 76119 64178 79996 72283 66336 67066 76788 
 
 
 7464 6426 7368 6896 6060 6577 5400 7188 8049 6542 6262 5628 4874 
 43298 36804 35493 34512 36056 33336 32422 46192 49907 41259 48386 41311 34856 
 
:     
 
         
 .         
-  , ,    
         . 
 
 16. ,        




     
       
  58610 29927 28683 92860 46426 46434 1969 
   18338 16239 2199 194599 190152 4447 2207 
  12831 10963 1868 60655 55428 5227 1416 
  11318 10719 599 72564 69516 3048 1094 
  7349 5577 1772 13094 10016 3078 276 
  4943 4424 519 33000 31532 1468 208 
  5598 5269 329 51426 49653 1773 553 
 
:     
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    2013.      .    
 .   ,       ,  , , 
    . 
 
 
6.2.     
 
  -   , , , 
,    ,  : ,   ,  
  ,   ,      
,   ,    ,   , 
 ,      ,   
  ,   ,  ,   
   (  ,  , ,  , 
 ,   ,      ), ђ   
  ,     ,      
 ,       (   , 
2009.) 
  -     , , 
             
          
(   , 2009.) 
         
         
 ,         ,  
ђ        .   
     ђ     , 
,    ,      .  
       ,  ђ   
            
,              
         ( , ., 2010, . 13). 
     ђ     ,   
ђ      ,  .  ,   
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    ,     
.          
        , ђ    
 ,   ,     . , 
ђ ,             
         ,  
    ,     . 
 ђ     ,     
  ,     ,   
,     ,      
,             
.  
          
 ,       
   ,  ђ  .   
        ,   
     .    
       ђ     
 ,      ,    
(   )   .     
   ,      
,    ђ        
   : 
    ,  
     ,  
 , ,  ,  
   . 
         , 
    ,       -
   .      
            
     ,   , 
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      ( , .,  , ., 
1998).  
6.2.1.   
 
       .  
      , ,   .  
       : ,  
, ,     (   )  .   
  ђ     .   -  
,   ,   ,  -   
 ,    -       - 
  , ,   .   (    
)  , ,  ,  , 
  -  ,  ,  ђ   - 
          .  
    .  ,      
, , ,       . 
 
 
6.2.2.    
 
        
 ,         
( , ,    .).     
    .    , 
           ,  
   . 
 
 
6.2.2.1.    
 
        ,  .    
 -  ,     ђ   
 . 
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   ,    (235 km)   
  ,    - 75 (  10).      
 604 km),   (  844 km)    (  1130 km), 
     (  346 km),        
 .     , ђ ,     - 75 
(  10)    (413 km)   (215 km).     
     - 80    (155 km)   (986 
km).         , ђ ,  - 80 
   (30 km)   (135 km).      
 (31 km)   (104 km)     - 771. 
          
.       ,         
 ђ    .   -  (  70)    
       .      
- -   (  75),       
 (  80)      (  90).     
     (  85).      
 ,   .  , џ      
ђ   . 
      ,     
     . ,     ђ   
            
    .  
,    ,       .  
     "  ",    4 km  
 .  
 
6.2.3.    
 
  ( )        
, , ,    .  ,   
          
        ( , 
, ,  ,    .). 
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     ,    , , 
,   .),    ,      
   ,    .   
  ,       , .     
   (        
 ). ђ ,         
  .  
,        .   
 ( , , , ).    
              
          (   
,     ).  
ђ ,            
     ,     ( , 
   .).        
     ,       
      .  
 
6.2.3.1.      
 
      ,  ,   
 .     , , , 
 ,  ,   . 
   -  (   ), 
   ,  (  ,    ,  
 ),   ,     ,   , 
 ,   . 
          
  ,        , 
  .        ,   
    ,     .    
           
  ,    ,         
 .     ,  
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    ,     
    ,   ,  
    ( , ., 1991; , Ђ., 2005; , ., 
2002; , .,  , ., 2002).  
,         
    .      , 
               
,     .   
        ђ  ,     
        . 
     12  (My Place, Panorama Lux, Tami 
Residence, Grand Hotel Niš, Hotel Aleksandar, Niški Cvet, Hotel Svetlost, Garni Hotel Rile 
Men, Garni hotel Lotos, Hotel Sole, The Regent Club Hotel, Hotel 018 In), 1  (Extra 
Lion MD),  9  (Easy hostel, Aurora, arvel, Dukat, Sweet, Garden, Plaza, Chesk in 
Hostel, Kosmopolit), 8  (Only One, Four Rooms, Konak Duo D, Le Palace, Main 
Street, Good Night, 4 Rooms Apartments, Accommodation Elegance), 12 a  (Majesty, 
Paja International, Brankov Konak, Etno Konak, Veneda, Todor, Imper I.M.D., Consul 
Accommodation, Linda, Laguna Lux Guest House, Konstantin 2008, Sunce), 5  
 (Rooms 018, Metropol Palace Rooms, Zone, Vila Price),    152  
        3000 . 
     3 a (Hameum, Toplica, Aleksandar)     
2 a (Srbija, Skadarlija). 
     3 a (StШУКЧШvТć HКУКt S, HШtОХ ABC, 
Gros Hotel), 1  (Buba As, Mala Evropa, Mimi), 3  (VТХК MТtТć, Vila Perla, 
ЈКšТЧК čОsЦК). 
     2  (Hotel Vranje, M Garni Hotel), 1 
 (Motel Vranje), 1  (B&B Rose). 
 
             
      ,    
         , 
      .     ,  
      ,      
           ђ . 
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      . 
          
          
      ,  . 
 
Ta  17.          















 32142 9560 5961 9011 7610 
 10714 1716 1948 3107 3943 
  1270 22 37 576 21 
 443 - - 229 214 
A  1102 110 870 23 4 
  184 - 78 48 - 
 93 - 37 - 56 
 4063 2728 29 461 237 
 575 108 22 298 115 
  275 - 275 - - 
  1900 1732 - 168 - 
  913 409 504 - - 
    253 - 193 16 - 
  304 103 132 69 - 
   
 
355 65 117 107 66 
 617 - 29 469 - 
   869 200 160 406 103 
  4874 3000 644 797 385 
  3085 2451 220 406 103 
     152 - - - - 
 101 - - 75 26 
 
:    ,  16, . 337 
 
         
         , 
      .        ђ  
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 . ђ ,   ,      
       ,  . 
Ta  18.          















 82171 25758 17483 20494 18439 
 10676 2022 3752 4600 1827 
  2758 52 82 1236 55 
 
888 - - 452 436 
A  3480 279 2893 52 16 
  351 - 125 110 - 
 222 - 100 - 122 
 6296 1685 1750 696 669 
 1407 278 59 722 277 
  945 - 945 - - 
  3865 3472 - 396 - 
  1102 540 562 - - 
    826 - 699 60 - 
  3563 1056 2281 226 - 
   
 
6423 295 3977 982 1169 
 5891 - 71 1417 - 
   2628 400 520 856 362 
  26276 19429 1480 4422 849 
  3620 2321 413 870 16 
     612 - - - - 
 342 - - 179 163 
 
:    ,  16, . 337 
 
-         
         , ђ  џ  
       ђ . ,   
           , 
     ( , . ., 2008, . 29). 
  17.  18. ђ    .   
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         . 
        
        ,      
    ,     . 
      ђ    
    .  
 
6.2.3.2.      
 
  -   ,    
,      ,       
      (   , 2009.) 
  -  ,  ђ    
       -   
   ,      
(   , 2009). 
     -       
,   ,        : 
,    (   , 2010). 
      .    
            
  .  ,         
,        .  
,             
 . ђ ,     ,     
    .         
     ,    .   
       - ,    
   .         
       ,    , , , 
,      ,    , 
       , , 
,    .       
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 .          
( , Ђ., 2006, . 33). 
 
6.2.3.3.      
 
        .   
  :   , , ,   , 
 ,  ,    ,  
  ,  ,       , 
   ,    ,  
 ,   ,  ,   ,  
,   .         
,  , ђ ,   ,   
,     .      
 ,     , ,   , 
, ,    ђ  .  
      ,    , 
,      .      
:  ,  ,  ,     
.  
           
  ,     800 .    
 15-  .      ,    .  
     ,      
 . 
           , 
   ђ  700  1.300 .      25 
.          .  
     ,      ,   ...  
 ,       "  ",     
  ђ . 
        20-    , 
   .         , 
  .       280 .  
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       ,    ђ  
  . ђ ,     ,   ,  
  .    ђ    .     
      . 
         ,   515 
  ,        .      
          .     15 
         "  
".   1998.        ,   
  . ,       
 ђ     . 
       ,     
  ,         
.     14 km,   17 km      ,   
 .          , 
   2000.     . 
,     ,       
,            
.       ,  , 
,  (2009.            
)    . 
     -   : 
   ,  -   " "  
 ,     . -   " "  
     5    ђ   
   ,       . 
            
       ( - ,    , 
,    ).     " " 
  -   300 m,         
   .      -  
   ,        
   . 
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         . 
    , ,   ,    
      .    




6.2.3.4.     
 
 , ,      .    
           
   ,      
          
  .         
 ,          . 
            
         .   
      ,      
,         ,    
(  ,  ,   , ...). 
         : 
  ,  ,        
.            
     ,     
 (     ).     
        , 
  . 
        .     
 .  ,   ,   
 .         
   .       
 CКХвpsШ ,           .  
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 ,        
. 
             
 ,      .       
        5%     
5,2%   . 
    ,    ђ , 
  ,   ,   bottom-up   
  ђ    ,    ,  
     . ђ ,    
   ,         
    . 
         
          
.          
   . .       
 .    ,      
 ,     .     
,          ,   
 . 
       :  
       , 
  ,      , 
        .  
      2015.  ђ   
        
   ђ   .    
  : 1. ; 2. ; 3.  ;  4. 
 . 
 ,    -    
  ,      
      , 
    ,    
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, ,    .  
ђ       ,    
 -       ,   
,        ,   
     . 
 
 
6.2.3.5.   
 
     :  
   
 -   
   
   
            
           ,    
      ,     
  ,         ,  
 . 
-       ђ  
  .         
       -      
   ,    ђ      
 .      ,    
            
ђ      .  -   
   ,    .     
    -        
    , ,    
. 
    -    
  ,      
        .  
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 . 
    -    
       ,         
           
            
.            
   -    . 
          
           
   ,      ( ) .  
  -           
       ,        
            . 
       : 
  ( ),   -  .  
   -       
        .  
   -      
       . 
      џ   ( ) - 
    ,    ђ  
           
  ђ  ,      
. 
        
 ђ             
               
  . 
 ђ          
          .   
     ( ),        
( ).            
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     ,   
. 
      ,    
  . 
   ,    
 /          - 
- .      ђ      
    ђ        
.   - ,      ђ   
  ,         
             
     .    
        
       
    . 
           
       ,   
      ,   ђ  
   .  
        .   
   .         
   -  ђ   
           
,            
     . 
        
         (retail saler).   
,   ,     . 
    : TOURISTIK UNION INTERNATIONAL - TUI i 
INTERNATIONAL TOURISTIK SERVIS - ITS  , THOMSON   
, KUONI  , HOTELPLAN  , JET TOURS  
, TJEREBORG    .     
     400      
AMERICAN EXPRESS. 
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    ,  ђ        
              
    / .   
           
      ,   ђ  
          
          .   
      ,   
 ,    ,  ,  
 , ђ  ,      
     .      
          
,            
 ,   ђ    . 
        , 
incentive       (ЋpОМТКХ IЧtОrОst TШurs). 
          
         ђ   
(    ,   ,  
).  (ТЧМОЧtТvО)     
     ,      
    . 
Special Interest TШurs        
       (  , 
     ,  , ). 
        
            . 
    :  
  : , , ,  ,  4Б4, 
, ,    . 
  :  , ,    , 
 ,   ,  , , 
 , ООp sКПКrТ, МrШss МШuЧtrв . 
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     :  ,   ђ  
(   ђ , UNEЋCO ),  ,    
. 
          
   ,    , , ,   
 (CШШФ, R. A., Yale L.J., and Marqua, J. J., 2002, . 55). 
      .    
         
 ( ,  ),       
   ( , ,  ђ ,  ђ  
,    ). 
         
    ,    ,    
       
 (special interest package tours  special interest package holidays).  
 
 
6.3.   
 
      ,  
    ,      
    ђ     ( O - , 
M., 1991, . 43-69).         
       -     
      .      
     ,     (Wertheimer-
, A., 2004, . 631-651). 
         
.     ,    
    .         
    ,     
,      .   ,  
     ,   
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 .  
  ,     
       :  
)   ,        
   
)      ђ     
     (O - , M., 1991, . 43-69).  
 ,      ,     
  .       
     ,        
ђ        . . 
       (  )   
   .         
 .     ,     
  ,        
       ,      
 .         
         
     .      
,     .        
   ,      
 ( - )   "...    
    " ( , ., , ., 2002, . 66). 
 .          
.  ,         
 ,    ,     -  
,    - .    ,   
       ( , 
., 1994, . 87-101).       ,   
 ,          
 ,            
     . 
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    . ,    , 
            
  ,  ,     
        
 ,      .  
     2011.       
  .      2002.  
          
 .  ђ   2002-2011. .  .     
       .   
  2002. .    ,    2011. .  
      .  
          
     .  
  ђ   2002-2011 .,  1/5     
15% .  
        , .  
,   ,       
     .  
    .   , .  
        
. 
 
        
   ђ      ђ  
 .   -     .    
      ,        
         
.         
.              , 
     .   ђ  
 ,     ( )   
.           
   ,     .  
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 19.          
 .   1971.  2011.  
 
   
 1971 1981 1991 2002 2011 
  363292 394110 396043 381757 376319 
  195362 232563 248086 250518 260237 
  129542 121933 111813 102075 91754 
 57315 56256 52969 48501 44419 
  260982 262531 255011 240923 216304 
 147487 159001 161986 156252 144206 
  230373 238753 243529 227690 159081 
  72208 82527 86518 87288 83524 
 
:    ,  
   ,  2014.  
 
 -    .    
ђ     .      
         
,       .  ,  
      ,     
    .  
       ђ  
 ,    (  20).   
        . 
 
 20.   2002-2011 (  %) 
 
1.   35,1 
2. ђ  30,9 
3. џ   19,8 
4.  19,5 
5.  18,4 
6.  18,1 
7.  18,0 
 
:     
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6.3.1.    
 
      ,   . 
  ђ    ,  .  
     ,        (  
  ) ,          
  ,     
 ( .       ).  
 (   ,  , .  ,  
,     ,  ,  
 ).  
   (    )     
,         , . 
          .    
     -      
   .           
   .        
:  
    ( , ,  , 
 ,  ,    .); 
    (     
  .)      (  
,     ,  ђ  ,  ,    
.); 
    (     
     ); 
    (    
    ,       , 
.). 
          
      ,      
    . 
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          (1,564   
88,8%  )        ,  
   (3,7%),  (2,1%),  (1,0%),  (0,2%)  . 
 
 21. ,   , 
   2011. 
 
 , ²     
   
   
  
26246 522527 1563916 772913 791003 
 
:    ,  
    , 2012, . 35 
 
 
6.3.2.     
 
        ,     
     .       
ђ    .        
,    ,   ,   
      .   
          .    
    .        
          .  
              
         .   
              
      . 
         
         . 
            
           . 
            
           
 ,     . 
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 22.   ,       
 ,  , , ,       
   , 2013.  
 
 
:    ,  
    2013. , . 16,17,18.  578 
 
          
    ,   ,    
  .         
         . 
          ,   
   ,         
 .          
          
( , , , , , , , 
,   .)   .   
         ђ  ,   
 ђ       . 
         
ђ             
      ђ    .     
 ђ        ,     
       ђ   .  
 464846 100%   % 
15-19  2690 0,6   3,45 
20-24 19720 4,2 1-4    9,87 
25-29 37439 8,1 5-7    2,64 
30-34 46710 10,0   ( ) 22,32 
35-39 67441 14,5      1-3 
 
19,06 
40-44 58576 12,6      4-5 
   
28,83 
45-49 66900 14,4   5,02 
50-54 66949 14,4 ,     7,56 
55-59 62388 13.4   0,28 
60-64  36032 7,8   0,24 
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      ђ  .    
         ,     
        ,   
            
.         ђ     
,            .  
,           
          
   - .  
     .      
,          
80,5%,          19,5% (   -   
 2010.  ).    (   - ,  2013. 
)            
  25,1%  .     , 
   .  2010.        51,4%.  
2020.          52%. 
 .          
      ,       
,        ,    
         .  
      ,  
      ,    
    ,     .    
            
      ,         
        . 
       
 ,           
    .       
           
         
 (  60,04 %).        
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   ,       
           
,            
џ     ,          
    џ  .   ,     
  4,33 %          
.   ђ        ,    
  6,52 %     ( , ., џ , ., 2009, . 
256). 
 
 23.  , ,     










  48,2 31,4 35,0 51,7 
  49,8 38,4 22,9 50,2 
  53,7 43,0 20,0 46,3 
  47,2 37,5 23,8 50,8 
 
:    ,  
    2013. , . 39,  578 
 
 24.        .     
     , 2010.   
 
           
 
  77804 63176 27742 1328 
  13103 9961 4544 5 
  34557 23538 10823 332 
  36538 29924 12313 482 
 
:    ,  . 18, . 9 
 
      .    
   .      
  џ    ђ      
 џ    ђ   . 
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,         ,   
      ,   
     ,     
    ,     , 
  ,         
       .  
   ,       
      ђ      
ђ  џ  ,   ,    
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7.  -   
  
 
      . 
        
   .     
      ,      
   ,        , 
       .     
     . ,     
   . 
      ,   
      .      
   .         
 .   ,     ,    
   ђ       ( , 
-  , .). ђ ,      
          
       ,    
 ђ       ( , . 
      ).      
   ,      . 
 , ђ ,      ђ   ђ  
  (  ),        
 '' ( , Ђ., , ., 1997, . 37-38). 
 
 
7.1.    
 
         
  .         
         
  (DавОr, L., Kim, C., 2003, . 369-414). ђ ,   
      , 
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,    ,      
  (CrКМШХТМТ, M. F., Nijkamp, P., 2009, . 336-344).  , 
           
            
  (TООМО, D. J., et al. 1997, . 509-533). 
  ,      
 . ,  ,  ,    
         . :   
   ,     .  
         . 
          
  . 
      (Dwyer, L., Kim, 
C., 2003, . 369-414): 
 ђ  ; 
  ; 
  ; 
  ; 
    
     
 ђ        
         
      .    
            
  . 
   .       
        ,   
     .      
 .      , ,  
      . ,   
          
ђ         .    
   џ ,   ђ        
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  ,         
 . 
,             
       (  
)    (  ),     
       . 
        
   ,       
           
  ,         
        .  
     џ       
      џ   ,  
           
    .    
   (   - ),  
 ,     ,     
,        .  
     ,    ,  
          ,    
  ђ       .    
     , ,      . 
           
  ,      ,  
   ( .  )   .  
 
 
7.2.      
 
        
.          
 ,          .  
   ,   ђ       
   .  
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       .    
    ђ    .  
      ђ  ,    
        ,     
    ,     
   ђ    .  
 ђ      ,  -  
,            
.       ,    
,     ђ      
    .         
      ,    
  .  
   .      
       -  
.        .      
  ђ          
   ,         
   . 
,         џ    
            
  -        
 ,    ,     
 ( , ., 2008; BesermenjiS., Оt КХ, 2009; , ., , ., 2008; 
, ., , ., 2008; - , .,  . 2008; Ivkov, A.,  et al, 
2007; Dragin, A. S., et al, 2007; Besermenji, S., et al, 2010). 
        " "  " " 
      ђ    (De 
Jager, A., 2010).       , 
     (АШШНsТНО, A.G.,  Lysonski, S., 1989; Baloglu, 
S.,  Mc-Cleary, K. W.,  1999; Castro, C. B.,  et al, 2007; Chon, K. S.,1990; Echtner, C. M., 
Ritchie, J.R.B., 1991; Milman, A., Pizam, A., 1995).  ,   
        (ЋæþórsНóttТr, D. 
Anna., 2010).        .   
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,           (CСШЧ, 
K. S., 1991; Echtner, C. M.,  Ritchie, J.R.B.,1991; Fakeye, P. C., Crompton, J. L., 1991; Ross, 
G. F., 1993)        .   
     ,   
       ,    
            
  .      .   
 25.  26.       ,   
           2013. 
 
 25.      2013.   
 
     
 
 , 
   
 
-    
-    
    
-     
-    
-     
   
-   
-    
   
-   
-   
-     
      
   
-   
-     
   
-   
-   
 
:       2013., WEF 
 
           
 .          
  ,      (   ) 
     . .  
     ,     
    .     , 
 -  ђ ,   ( , , 
  .),   ,   
 , ,    ,       
     ,     
      (          
      ). 
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 26.      
   2013.   
 
   2013  2011 
 1 1 
 2 2 
 3 4 
 4 8 
  5 7 
 6 6 
 7 3 
 8 9 
 9 5 
 10 10 
 31 31 
 32 29 
 35 34 
 36 33 
ђ  39 38 
  40 36 
 42 49 
 50 48 
 68 63 
 75 76 
 89 82 
   90 97 
 
:       2013., WEF 
 
 .         
    ,    
,    ,     
  .         
   ,         
  .     ,     
   ,     
        .  
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  ,          
 .  ,           
    ,    .     
        . 
    .       
( ,    ),       
     .     
            
    .       
      , ,   
 ,     ,        
green-field .  
      ђ    
,           , 
   ,   ђ    
   .    , ,   
         
   .  (     -  
, 2006, . 7). 
  .        
        (  
, Ђ  ,   ,  ,  
    ),       . 
 .        
,         
.        , ,   
.          
: , ,     (   )    
,    -  ,  
 ,   ,      
  -   ,   .  
  (    )  , 
,    ,   
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      . .  ,   




7.3.     
 
      ,   
      .      
   .       . 
  ,     ,      
  ђ    ( , -  
, .). ђ ,         
           
   ,     ђ     
  ( , .       ). 
        ,    
  .   ђ        
ђ    (  ),      
   '' ( , Ђ., , ., 1997, . 37-38). 
 
  
7. 3. 1.     
 
         
 .   ,     , 
    ђ   .   
       .    
     ,    
.    , ,     , . 
           
,          . ђ  
        ( , 
, ,  .)      . 
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    ,     ( ) 
  ( , ., 1985, . 195). 
)  ( )          
     ђ  -   (   
 ), -  (     
),      (  
 ), ;  
)  ( )        ,   
  .    ,  
  -   ,    
  .       
     ,     
  ,     .  
   ,   ( , 
Ђ., , ., 1997, . 38):  
)    ( )    
 .      
,       ђ  ;  
)      ( ) . 
         ђ   
     ђ  -   
 ( . , , , , .).  
)        .  
       .    
ђ        ђ   
.          
     .     
  ђ      (      
            
  ,       
). 
        
.    (   )    
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      .    
 ,    .  
          
   ( , . .,  2006, . 80):  
VZ = ΣFI x ΣFE, 
ΣFI = ΣA + ΣB + ΣC + ΣD, 
ΣFE = ΣE + ΣF + ΣG + ΣH, 
 :  
VZ =    ( ),  
F1 =    ,       
  (A, B, C, D),  
FE =     ( ).     
    ,    ђ   
      . 
        
   .         ђ  
    ,   .      
          
,             
 ,     . 
         
      ,   
ђ  . ђ ,        
       .    
     ( ,  , 
, ,   ,   
 , .),       
(      ).    
          - 
 ,   . ,    
    ,      
   ,             
    .  
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 ,           
 .  
             
  ,          
    . ,     
   ,   ,     
.  
 
7.3.2.      (WTO)  
 
       
           
,           . 
         (WTO)  
  ,          
   ,        
        ђ  
 .  
   (WTO)     
         .  
       (  )       
 ,  .       
       ,     
            
(   . 30  31).  
     .  ђ    
  .        
 .    ,        
         (WTO). 
    ,       
 1-10 ,          ,  
          
,      . .  
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7.4.       
 
   .     , 
           
       .  ,    
         ,     
  ђ         
 .   ,    , 
   ,      
    . 
          
,      ,    
  9   .  (  ,  ,  , 
 ,  ,  ,  ,    
 )    (  ),  (  ), 
 (  )   (  ).      
-  2013. .  1000      
 805.      5      
    (    ,  ,  ).  
          
    .    , , 
, , , ,     . 
    48 , 63%   37% , 
    ( ), 72%     28%   
,     (     ). 
    ,     
          
   . .  ,        
      . .  
            
    . .  
         :  
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    .       
? 
    .      , 
        ?  
  27.     . 
 
 27.    
 
: Jobber, D., Fahy, J., (2006) 
     WTO    ,  
            
 ,          
   . . 
          
        .  
     ,   ђ    
.          0 -10 .  
 , Ђ., (2008), "     
,         
  ,       
 (  )". 
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(Moscardo, G., 2008, Eyler, A.,  . 1999).     
      (ЊОТХХ y, R.W.,1996, . 21-39).  
         
       ,    
   .       
( , Ђ., , ., 1997, . 5-41)      
(     ,  ,   
)   /    (   , 
,   ). 
      : 
       ,    
  .      ,    
ђ  ,    .    
ђ      ђ :   (  
  ,    .),   (  
     .),     (    
   ,  ,    
  .).       : ,   ; 
   -         
 :      ( , 
, ),  ђ   ( , , ),      
  ( , , ); 
            
 :    (    ), 
   ( , ,  , , 
 ,  ),   ( , 
,   ); 
     -     
        .   
          
     . ,  
,      WTO   ђ   
    1    1   -  :  
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   ( , , , )     
 (        - , 
, );       - ,     
 ;      ( , , );  
, ,  ,      ( , 
, ). 
 
Ta  28.      




              
+ + + + + + + + + + 









              




                                                                                   





                                                     












12 26 35 67 79 60 77 105 150 194 5863 7,283 
 
 





    
 
 









10 35 65 29 77 40 133 110 112 194 5775 7,174 
   
   
 
 















43 52 61 91 79 120 105 72 77 105 4959 6,161 
 
 






   
 







   
   





/ / 14 / 37 56 98 102 133 365 6912 8,587 
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  (  28)    13 ,     
ђ    :  (  ),  (  ),  (  ),  
(  ),  (  ),   (  ),  (  ), 
 (  ),  (  ),  ( ),  ( ),   ( )   
( ).             
   . 
    ђ        ( .  
1x26 =26, 2x32=64, 3x48 =144, 4x46 =184, 5x71=355, 6x84=504, 7x41=287, 
8x94=592, 9x111=999, 10x222=2220)        
  5375 .   5375      805   
  6,667.    ( .       
 6,667 (  ) + 9,302 (  ) + 6,756 (  )  
    22,735     3        
7,578      ,     8     
 . 
           
       ,   
         
,            
( )       . 
    ,      
,          ,   
         , 
     . . 
       : 
     ђ      
  (  10 -  , , )    
 ђ       ( , , ); 
    -       
        .    
           
   (   100km / , , ,   
,    ,   300km / , 
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, , , , , , 
        500km / , 
, ,    ),   
        ,       
         ; 
Ta  29.      
 
:  
      ђ    ђ  
(  )      (   -  
  ,   -  ,   - 
 ,   -  ,   - :  
,  ,  ,  ,   -  
)      ( ,    
); 




               
+ + + + + + + + + + 





   
   
 805 
              




                                                                                   





                                                     

























  100 
 




  300 
 
/ / / / 77 94 133 210 212 79 6258 7,774 
  500 
 






  / 1 / 81 23 31 17 133 220 298 6769 8,410 
 
8 
  / 2 1 109 122 120 155 126 117 53 5449 6,769 












   
/ / / / / / / / 2 803 8048 9,998 
 
/ / / / / / / 2 3 800 8043 9,992 
E+F+G+H=Y                     8+7+8+10=33   
 
8,25 
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   -         џ ( ) 
  ,          
  .        
,  ,   , Ђ  ,   
   . 
  .    (  30.)    
           
  (  7 ),        
 (9 ).       ,   
      (  10 ).   
       .   
 1023    1600,      8,00 
(7,75+8,25=16:2)          
   . . 
 30.    .  
   
X   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  
A 
                   ( ђ     
 . ) 
:     
         
     . 
ђ ,        
     










B    *   
C     *    
D 
    
(      ,    
  , , , 




: A+B+C+D = X 31 
Y    
E   *    
F    *    
G     *   
H     *  
: E+F+G+H = Y 33 
 : X x Y  1023 
:  
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   .       
     .     
         
    ,     .  
          
          
(  ,    )    
       .  
      ђ       
   .  
 : 
  ( )    ( )   
       
,        .  
  ђ        ,   
  :   (    ), 
  . ,    ,  , 
 ,  ,     . 
  -       
.           . ,    
     ,    
 ,       
   .  
    -   ,    
           . 
        , 
      ,    
     . ђ ,   
        . 
           
       ,   
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   .     :    
           
   .   ђ       
    .      
ђ    ,  ђ    ,    
          
       .  ђ  
          
        
         ,   
  . 
    -        
  . 
       .  
          
  ,          
   . ,     
    ,     
       .     
   ђ       
,        .    ,  
       ,      
 (MШаПШrtС, M., & Munt, I., 2003). 
           
   . ,     
      .   
   Cooper, C., Fletcher, J., Gilbert, D.,&Wanhill, S.,  
    "        
    џ   ".   
          
,             - , 
ђ   .    ,     
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   ,         , 
      (Smolčić, J.,D., 2005, . 120). 
            
 -     ,        ?   
          
. ,   .  ,     
              
 .        "movare"   
 ,         ,   
.  
          
     ,   :    , 
 ,   , ,   ,  
,  ,   ,    ,    
      .     
      ,       
( , ., 2010). 
     .    : 
•        ђ  
.  
        , 
ђ    ,       
             . 
    ,   .   
 3   ,     3    
.  : ,   . 
      
 .         
 .              
    ђ  ( , , , - , 
, ,  ...). 
     .   
   .    ђ      
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,            SPA/Wellness 
     .  
        
,    , , , ,  , 
  .    .         
         
   ,      
 ,    ,   . 
         : 
  (  - ),  
  (  -  ),  
  (  -  ), 
  (  ,  ђ ), 
  ( , )... 
,   : 
•    .       
  ( ђ  ,   .)    , 
   . ,  .       
 ,  . ђ ,       
-  ,     , 
    . ,  .    
       , , ,   
  ,    .     
       (  , ,  ,     
),       .,  
•    .       
ђ ,    ,      
ђ         . 
      : 
 ђ   - Ђ  ,   ...  
   -  ,   ,  
... 
   -  . .  
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    .     
.            
ђ        
 . .  
,                      
.        ,    
,        . 
 
 
7.5. SWOT      
 
    SWOT       
     . ,      
             
. 
       
     (     ),   
       ,       
. 
SWOT  (  31) ђ    ,     
         
 .   ђ         
         
, ,    .      
        
 .        .   ђ  
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1.    -   ; 
-      
   ; 
-      
   ; 
-  ,   
    (  10). 
 
1.   
   .   
- ђ  џ;  
-  ; 
-  ; 
-    ; 
-     
   ...  
2.    
     
-    ; 
- ...  
2.  
    
 
-     
  ;  
-   
  (   );        
-     
    ... 
3.  -      
   ; 
-  ;  
- ;  
-    ( ,  
  , ,  )...  
3.    
     
 
 - , ,  
     ; 
-    
     
   ; 
-    
    ... 
4.  
 
-  ;  
-  -   
  ђ ; 
-  ;  
-   ;  
-  ...  
5. .   




-   – ; 
-  ;  
-   (  
  ); 
-  ; 
-  ; 
-    ; 
-  ;  
-  (  ,  , 
   ) -  ; 
-  ; 
-  ;  
- Ђ  ... 
4.  
 
-     
  ; 
-     
   -  ... 
5.  
 
-      
    ; 
-   ,   
  ; 
-     
    
  ; 
-       
        
  ... 6. ђ  -   ;  
-   ;  
-   ;  
-  12 ;  
-   ; 
-  ;  
-     
  ;  
-   ; 
-  .  .. 
6.  
     
 
-  " "  
       ; 
-     
        
   ; 
-  (  ); 
-   ; 
-    
  ; 
-    
   ; 
-   ; 
-    ... 
 
7.  -  , , ,  
   ,   , , 
   , , ... 
8. ђ  -   ( ); 
-  ( ); 
-   ( ); 
-   ( ); 
-    ( ); 
-   ( )... 
 
   
      ;   ;  
     ;      ,  
   ; 
   ;   (    ); 
       ;    ; 
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8.      
 
             
            
      . ђ ,     
 ,         
    ( ),    
      . 
     ђ     ,      
               :  
    ,   : , , 
    . 
   :  
  - , ,   ( , , 
,  ),    ; 
  -  ,  , ШuЧtКТЧ ЛТФТЧР, 
 ; 
  -АОХЧОs & ЋpК,  ; 
  - /  ђ ,    ; 
  -  ,  ,   
; 
   - /  ,  , 
 ,  ,  ,   
, ,  ,    , , 
  ђ ,   ; 
  -  ( ,    ),   
( ),  (   );  
O     ђ    :  
   ( ,    ),   
 ( , ,   )     
         ђ  
.      ,     
        (  )   
     ,   ,   
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 ,         
   ,   ђ  , 
    ,     
      ,        
     .       (pusС) 
       (pull)    , 
 ,   ђ      
            
   . 
       ,    
   , ђ     
      ,       
             
   . 
       : 
   , 
   , 
     , 
  , 
  , 
  . 
 ,            
          
             
.           ,    
   (     
...2010/2011, . 47). 
 
 
8.1.   
 
          
,  ,    , .   . 
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   .      ,   
     ,      
  .        .  
   ( )  .    .    
       . 
        : 
1.     
2.    
3.        
          
 ,         
.        
 .           
  (   ),    
 ( .    ,    , 
     .). 
    .      
    -  ,    
    (pull) ,   
       ,  
 , , ђ  ,      
         
  . 
 
 
8.2.        
 
         ,   
    ,   
      . 
       ,    
 .           
  :   (Wellness/SPA),  ,  
, ђ - ,  ,  ,  
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,   ,  ,  ,    
,        : , 
 , -  ,  ,  
  ,   ,  ...  
 
 
8.2.1.   (Wellness/SPA) 
 
    ,  ,    
   .    wellness ,   
     "SPA/Wellness" ,    
  ђ     ,   ђ  
   wellness       ( , 
2004):  
          
            
 ; 
 Wellness      ,       
       . 
 wellness  (Smith, M., Kelly, C., 2006, . 1-4)   
      (    
      ,  
 wellness        , 
      ,  
   ђ , ,   , 
 , .).       
             
           
wellness ,         . 
,          
 . 
         ,  
 ,    ,     (Kaspar C., 1989, 
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. 15-19).        ђ    
     ,   ђ  
   (Goeldner, C., 1989, . 5-7):  
     ;  
    ,      
( , );  
      (    );  
   ,      (  ); 
  .  
        SPA ,    
     Salus Per Aquam (    ). 
,  SPA         
   ( ). 
Wellness/SPA        
(Mueller, H., Kaufmann, E., 2001, . 5-17).    
   , Mueller  Lanz Kaufmann   :  
Wellness/SPA             
          .  
       , , 
 ,    ,   ,   
   .  
            ,  , 
       ,   
  ( , , ),    
 (аОХХЧОss, , , ,    .)   
           
   ,   ,         
            
,    . 
       : , 
  wellness ( , ., 2005).        
,   ,  wellness      
     , .     .      
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     .      ,   
     ,        
  ,   ,   ђ   
     . 
      lfier, D., (1994)                            
"...     ,      
        -      
". 
   „  ”,   ,  
,           
   .         
      (    
 ),         
 ,           
, ,       ,   ђ  
      . 
          
 (   ,  - ,    
,  ,  ),      
     ,   
,     ,     
   ,    ђ    . 
 
 32.   Wellness/SPA  
 
: , ., 2012, . 23 
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    /         
 .  
Wellness/SPA     ,       
       .     
Wellness/SPA      .  
   Wellness/SPA      ,  
           , 
   ,     Wellness/SPA   
      ( , )    
      ђ       
        . ,     
    Wellness/SPA        
.         ђ   
.     ,    -    
Wellness/SPA      " ђ ",  
     .  
Wellness       ,     
wellness           
    ,   .    
 ,        , ђ ,  
  .  wellness       
,      ђ  wellness-   , 
    . ,   ,    
wellness   „ ” ,     . 
ђ ,   wellness        
.   wellness-         
 „    ”,      
            . 
         wellness   
.     . ђ ,       
           
 ,    wellness       , 
      wellness   ,  wellness   
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  ,     .    
       ,       
ђ  , ,           
 wellness         ,   
    ,        
        . 
  .         
  Wellness/SPA . ђ   Wellness/SPA    
   .      
   ,    Wellness/SPA .    
Wellness/SPA      .        
   .  
    .       
.         
     .   . ђ ,  
 ,           
( )    џ  .       
 : ,  ђ   .    
            , 
   . 
,  Wellness/SPA   "Sense"    -  
  Wellness/SPA     -  ,      
    ,      Wellness/SPA  
  . 
          wellness    
, , ,    ,   
        „Medical Spa“  
„Mineral Springs Spa“.     ,   
   .  
Medical Spa -   ,  ђ ,   
      ,       
    wellness ,    
      .    
   ,   ђ . 
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Mineral Springs Spa -       Wellness/SPA 
,     ,    ,  
   .   ,    
  ,         
  ђ  .  
     ,    ,   
      , ,  
,   ,   , ,   
.     ,   , 
           . 
 ,         
,      ,  ,  ђ    
  .         
     ,        
 .       
       .     
 ,        , 
         . 
( , , 2011). 
    ђ      
   . ,      
 / .  , ,        
 ,       .  
    .       
 ( , , ,   )    
     ,    
          
   ,        .   
        ,  ђ ,   
           
. 
       , .      
   .          
.     ,   , 
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        -
, ,     
. 
       ,    
  ,         
 .     џ      
          , 
          
 ђ        . 
  ђ     ђ    . 
       ,      
    ,  ,    
     ,    
    -    ,   
 . 
 
8.2.1.1.    
 
      , ,  
 ,     .      . 
           .   
    ,   ,    ,  
      .     
    . : 
  
      ,     
  - , 2,5 km  .     360 km,   
 14 km.           ,  
   400 m. 
        
      -  , 
  -    .      
 -  - , ,    -  
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.      43њC.    
     ђ    .     
    ,   .       




 8.   
: www.srbija.travel/destinacije/banje-i-klimatska-mesta 
 
    :  
   (  ,  ,  
,  , ), 
   , 
    , 
   (  , ), 
    
   (    ,   
). 
      ,    
.     ,      
        . 
    10 km  ,  6 km   -   - 
.      380 m.  
             
 ,      . ђ     
   “  ”,   .   35    
,    , -     92°C. 
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ђ ,     .     5,5    
   84°C.        
. ђ       7    63°C.  
       72°C.    4 
   ,     .  ,    
82°C,     ,      60   .  
     .  
 
     : 
   , 
   (  ), 
   ( , )  
    
ђ          . 
        "  ". 
         , 
, ,     . 
      ,   
,      ,      .  
    ,       
. 
      ,     ,  
        .   . 
 
 
 9.   
: www.srbija.travel/destinacije/banje-i-klimatska-mesta 
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       . 
   432-448 m.     11 km,   301 km, 
   81 km.        -  - . 
      : ,  - 
,   ђ ,  14-67°C.      
 - ,    ,  67њC. 
  ,         - ). 
  ,     ,   
   ,   (    ),   
     . 
        " "  
  .    ,  ,  
  .  
       : 
    (    ,  
 ,  ,  -  
,          - 
 ), 
   (   ,  
   ,    ,   
 ,    ), 
   ( , )  
   (  ). 
           
"  ".     . ,   ,  
 800 m.       ,     ђ  
 .  
"  "       ,   
   ,  620 m  .    1,6 km  
 .      ђ     " ",    
     .  
"    " (     "  ")    
     ,  1,6 km   .   
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, - ,  ,  ђ  
.           . 
 
 
 10.   
: www.srbija.travel/destinacije/banje-i-klimatska-mesta 
 
         - .   
 ,   ,      248 m.  
 10 km    250 km  . 
       ,  -  
,      .  ,   
   ("  ", "  ", "  ", " "  " "), 
    (36-38°C),  ,  
  56   . 
    : 
    ( , ,   
 ,    , ), 
   (  ,  ,  
,    ), 
     ,     
   , 
    ђ     , 
  , 
        , 
      
   . 
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  ,    ,  
,            , 
- , - , , ,  
   . 
       ђ    
 5 .         ,  ђ   
             
     . 
     ,      
         
              . 
-           
,       ,  ,   
      -  
.           ,  
  , ,       , , 
,    .        
  .          
  ,        . 
 
 
 11.   
: www.srbija.travel/destinacije/banje-i-klimatska-mesta 
 
      ,     550-668 m. 
    23 km,   290 km,    82 km.  
      26,4º     
    ,  9,0 ,      .  
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    160-350 m.      
  ,      .     
      .       
ђ     . 
        , ђ   
 950 m.              
    4,5 l/s     30  33,8º .  
  „ “     ,   ,   
  ,     -5     6,5 l/s , 
  30,5º .     -5     
      ,       (    
,     ,   -  
,     ,    .).   
    .  
         ,   
      .   ,   (  
8,4),   (337-441 mg/l),  ,  
.    : ,    
;  -   ,     (  0,2 
mg/l),      ;       
          ,   
   .  
         
 ,       . 
    : 
      (   , 
   ,   ,    ,  
    -  ), 
     (  ,    
 ,  ,  ,     , 
  ,       ), 
   ( , ,  ), 
       . 
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ђ      ,       
     .          28,4 km,  
    .      Ђ  ,      
     11 km.          
1890.       . 
     ,      ,  
  ,    " ",      .  
 
 
 12.   
: www.srbija.travel/destinacije/banje-i-klimatska-mesta 
 
            
,     520 m.   50 km    330 km  
.        32°C o 72°C,   
 18     800 m,     -    
.   -  .       
 ,        8 m     
    10 .  
          (  
   ).    -     
      -   800 m. 
   18 ,     26  
.             
.       ,     
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     ,    ђ   
    ,         . 
        
.         
  ,    " "      
  .            
. 
         "OПП rШКН" 4б4, 
  "CКtОЧК ЦuЧНТ-Via militaris - 4б4".      
    ,  ,    
. 
ђ ,      "  ".     
        ,     15 . 
     -      
 ,      .    
,         .    
  1996. .     ,  , , 
      .      
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   ,          
  . 
          Euro Velo 
Bike Route 11,      (       
/North Cape/    / /).          
      (Offroad).   
     џ       џ   
,   . 
         
,          ,   
        ,  , 
            
       .  ,     
    ,     
 .          
 ,           .  
 
 
8.3.4.1.    
 
  -        
  .       
,        .   
  ,      ђ    
( .      .). 
      .       
 . .            
   ,     ђ   ,   
  .  .   -    
        : 
 : 
  ; 
  ; 
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  . 
 : 
  ; 
  ; 
  . 
 : 
  ; 
  . 
 : 
  ; 
  ; 
  ; 
  . 
 : 
  ; 
  . 
   , џ      ,   
           
 .  
     ,  .    
      ђ     
.          , 
      .       , 
        ,  ,   
        . O     
.  :   ,    ,  
   ,   -   .  
  .       
      . ,      
  :  ,   ђ   , ђ  , 
   ,    ,    , 
.,       ( .   ђ    
 ).  
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     .      
    ,         
,          
,  , ,     
,    . 
              
         . ,    
       .  
         , 
     ,   , 
    ,   ,    
,   ђ ,       ,  
     -  .  
            
   ( ),     
   ђ ,   .   
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9.     
 
        
     ,  ђ  
    ,    ђ   
          ђ  
     (     , 2008, . 
194).  
        
  .        " " 
 џ .             
 џ       " "     
ђ   ( , ., 2009, . 163). 
 
 34.    
 
: , ., 2004, . 66-84 
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      , 
  ђ         
     ( , ., 2009, . 236). 
           
   џ    .     
: 
       ,  
           
 ,    (Stoner, J.,  Freeman, E., Gilbert, D., 1995, . 
224). 
         ђ   
        ,    ,  
           
  (Watson, G. H., 1993, . 12-15). 
            
 ђ     ђ    
   ,      
 (Ambrosini, V., Johnson,  G., Scholes, K., 1998, . 63). 
 , " "    ,  
            /   
.  , ,    , 
ђ     ђ  (     )  
         .   
      ( )   
   . " "    
      ( , , ),   
    ђ  ,       . 
" "       : "   ?"  "   
?"       .   
     ,     " "  
   ,       
    (Munro-Faure, L. I. M., 1992). 
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9.1.   (    )  
 
    ђ ,        
  ,     ђ   ,   
     ,        
       . 
          
  ,         
       (Kozak, M., 2004). 
   ,       ,    
      . ,   
  .    ђ     
  ,    .   
   ,     
    . 
         
          : 
(   -    ,   -  
,   -  ,   -  , 
  -  ,   -  )    
   . : (   -   , 
  -   ,   - Ђ  , 




9.1.1.   ↔    
 
1.  - :   -    
; 
          
.       .    
      ,  .  
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, ђ    ,      3.  4.     
  ,      .      
         




 17.     
Izvor: www.opusteno.rs 
 
1 .   - :  ;  
        ,    
 .        3. , 
    .        
 40         .    
       ,   . 
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9.1.2.   ↔    
 
2.   -     ; 
      .     
      .     
.   ђ   1388.  1405. .     
 ,   ,   ,    
,           , 
         .   
         . 
 
 19.   
Izvor: www.tt/group.net 
2 .   -      
          
,     ,    , 30 km   . 
 ,     11.        
   ,        . 
   -          
, -  ,      
. 
 
 20.    
Izvor: www.tt.group.net 
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9.1.3.   ↔ Ђ   
 
3.   -   
        .     
      .     ,  
     .   -         
26 km.    ,   ,       
   .  
 
a  
 21.      
Izvor: www.media1.rs 
 
3 . Ђ   -   
Ђ             
   ( ).      ,      
  ,       . Ђ      
         . 
1995.  Ђ          
           .  
  67 ha . 
 
 22. Ђ   
Izvor: www.predejane.rs 
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9.1.4.   ↔   
 
4.   -   
     4,6 km².     1,9 
m,   3,5 m,     3,8 km²    .  
 ,        .    , 
    ђ  18-25°C.      
      2100   ,  
      20њC. 
 
 23.   
Izvor: www.javolimsrbiju.rs 
4 .   -   
       ,  30 
km       -    .   
   16 km²       ,    
1213   .      
  ,     . 
     ,   .   
12 km,   1-3 km.        35 . 
            21 - 
23 . 
 
 24.   
Izvor: www.javolimsrbiju.rs 
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9.1.5.   ↔   
 
  5.   -   ђ    
         .    
200 km  , 130 km  , 25 km    7 km  . 
  ђ    (1216 m n.v.)   . 
       .  :  , 
, , , ,     ,      
  (  , ,    )       
     (   - ,  3  
   ).  
         . 
               
,        .    
 10,5њC,    20њC. 
 
 
 25.   
Izvor: www.vrnjackabanjars.com 
 
5 .   -      
       - - -
 (   ),  10 km    250 km  
.            
     . 
 ,      (  ,  ,  
,   ),     (36-38°C), 
 ,      56   
.  
    -  .  




 26.     
Izvor: www.banj -srbije.org  
 
9.1.6.   ↔   
 
6.   -   
       –  
 .    ђ       
,  ,     ђ     .  
     100 ,     
     30 km  (  -  ). 
 
 
 27.   
Izvor: www.kertoon.com 
 
6 .   -    
    45 km,   15 km      
  -   .    
-      250 m n.v.  1.810 m n.v.   
   ,         
     . 









9.2.  ђ   /  
 
     ђ    / .  
              .  
  ( ,  )   10     
         . 
 
          
 -  2013. .           
     .      
       ,     
  .      182 . ,   
      .      
,             
 ђ     1 - 5.         . 
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 35.        
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          :   1.  ,                               1 .     
                   2.  ,                      2 .                         
                   3.  ,                              3 .   Ђ         
                   4.  ,                                    4 .     
                   5.  ,                                     5 .      
                   6.  ,                                   6 .                 
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     .       ђ  
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   ,     ,    , 
     .      
ђ   
     . 
          ,  
      .   
   ђ          
           
 .  ,         
       ђ       
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10.      
    
 
      ,        
,        . 
      ( )   
 ђ       :  
(  ),  (  ),    
(  ), .       
,        , 
   ,    . 
       
      ,       
    .      
 ,        
.         ,  
      .    
     .       
           
   (   ). 
          
      ,      
ђ          
   . 
 .      (  ),  
  ,   ,  
 ,  ,    ,   
  .     ,   
         
  .      
     .   ,   
         . 
           
ђ    -  . ,   
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 ђ      .     
           
,      ,   
 j       . 
,    ,        
 : 
           
; 
   ,     
  ; 
 ,      
 ;       
 ; 
     џ ;   
 ;    ;    
,      ;     
   . 
     ,      , 
    , , ,   
     , . . 
        
,            
         ,      
    .       
          
    ,       
,       ђ     
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10.1.      
 
         . 
          
       ђ   
        
       ,  
     .     
              
        .  
         
         . 
           .  
    ( )       
          
 .     ,      
 ,   ,      
  . 
          
          
       . 
          
     .     
   ђ           
   ,     . 
         
  ,        . 
          ,    . 
       ,        
  (  ђ   ,  , 
...)      (  ,  
 ,   ...).       
        .    
:    ,    ђ  
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  ,            . 
        ,     
 ,       
  ,     ( , ., 
2007, . 81-88). 
        .    
:   ,     ,  
  ,   ,   
,        . 
          
   : 
        ;  
     ;  
       . ;  
   ;  
   ;  
    ;  
    ;  
     ђ    ;  
    ;  
  ;  
   .  
      ,     
   : 
        ; 
         ,   
   ; 
          
 ,     ;  
          
 . 
         
: 
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      . ;  
    ;  
  ;  
  .    ;  
    ;  
      . . 
         
   ђ      ђ  
     : 
  ,  
  ,  
  ,  
   (Spa/Wellness)   ,  
    ,  
 ,    ђ , 
    
    .  
        
    ђ         
,     . 
         
 ђ     .     
      ,    
    ,   , 
,      . 
      ,  
  ,   ,   
  ,    ,   
            
   . 
,          
,        ,  
   ,     ,  
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        ,  
     ,   ,  
ђ      ,  
   .  
 
 
10.2.     
 
      ђ  , 
            
 .  А ,        
   ,       
,       . ,    
      ( )  ,    
     ,    
  ђ  ,       
.    .         
  ,         
.       
          
 .  
      .    
   ђ   . "  ".   
         .   
  ,      
.     ,      
       ,     
 ђ      ,        
,          . 
              
            
   .   ,      
 ( , , ...),        
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.  
ђ ,           
     ,    
  (    ,  , 
 .)      .  
    ђ ,       
       . 
.          
 .       ,   
            
 . . 
       
   ,     . .  
       ,       
  : 
          
          . 
  -       
 ,      ,   
            
       . 
          
         
,       . .    
         . ,     
      .  
.      ђ       
   ,        .  
    ,    , 
       . 
"  ",           
   ,            
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 . .    , , , ,    
  ,   ,     ,  
     .       
   ,         
. 
   .         
  /  ,        
       .       
  "  ",         . 
               
       ,        
  .       
        . 
 ,        .  
     . 
  ,   ,     ,  
           
 ,         . 
 
 
10.3.     
 
         
     ,      
      ђ   .  
           
        
џ       ,   ђ   
 ,  ,      
 . 
  .        
,     ,     џ  
      .      
       ,   
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    .      
    ,      
          . 
        ,  
              
 .           
 ,         ,  
        .       
   ,        
,           
.         
  ,     ђ    
. 
     .        
       ,   
           
   ,       
    . 
  ,      
            
 .  
 -   .     
   "   џ ",   
 ђ       (   
)   .      
   ,     
  ,         
 .          
    . 
        
         
.  ,    .  
          
  .         
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    .  ,   : , , 
,   . 
     .       
   .    
      (    
 ,     )    
 /    ,    
      /  /    
 ђ         . 
       ,  
 ,    .     
 ,     ,   
       ,      
     .     
,     ,        
.            
            
  ,         
(      ... 2004, . 50).  
       ,   
             
.      ,    
   : ,  ,  ,    
 . ђ    ,    
,           .  
      , SWOT 
,      ,   
ђ    ,       
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10.4.     .   
    
 
 -   .     
           
   .          
"  ,     "    
(Gilbert, E. W.,1960, . 157-75). 
          
  ( )   . ,     
       ,   
      ђ    / . 
        
            
      .   
  .         
ђ          
   . 
    : 
1.    ,       
  ђ    . 
1.       ( .  ,  
,  , .); 
2.       ( .  , 
, ,  , .); 
3.    ( . , , , .) ; 
4. ђ  ( . , ,  ђ ,  
ђ ...); 
5.    ( . ,  , , , .); 
6.  -  . 
2.   .       
    . 
1.       ђ  
,         ;  
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2.     ; 
3.    . 
3.         ,  
    . .  
1.          . 
      . 
4.   ( )   
 .        . 
1.    ; 
2.  . 
5.      .    
         . 
1.   ; 
2.    ; 
3.    . 
6.     .       
   ,      
 . 
1.    . ,      
,    .  
2.   ,  ,     
   ,        
 . 
        
         . 
.       ,   
 ,  ,         
  . 
      ,     
        . 
.       5    ( ,  ). 
       ,  
        ђ  .    
 523      9   .  (  , 
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 ,  ,  ,  ,  , 
 ,     )     , , 
     -  2013. .  
          
 -       ,   .  
          
  .       ,  
       .     
     . 
          :  
           
        . 
? 
      (ЊОЧsТs LТФОrt)   
 ,        . 
           -  ,   
        (LuТs TСurstШЧО)   
    (LШuТs EХТвКСu GuttЦКЧ).        
    ,   : (1) , (2)  , (3) , (4) 
  , (5) . 
           
ђ         .     
        .   ђ  5  
10     .          
.       .      
       ,    
          .  
        
    . ђ ,      
ђ  ,     (EНЦШЧНsШЧ, R.D., 2005, . 127-133). 
  ,           
 ( ,  ).        
     ,    ђ  . 
 




1 -        ,      
   ђ    ? 
2 -       .     
    ? 
3 -     ,      .   
   ?   
4 -         
 .        ? 
5 -          .  
       ?  
6 -          . 
       . 
 
            
   .  
 
T  36.      
 























1 (1,4)  (1,1) J (1,8)  (1,5) J (1,2) J (1,4) 
2 (2,2)  (2,8) O (1,4)  (1,9) O (1,5)  (1,8) 
3 (1,1) J (1,9) O (1,2) J (0,8) O (2,2)  (1,7) 
4 (1,8)  (2,0) J (1,5) J M (2,1) J (3,0) J (1,1) 
5 (1,3) J (1,2) J (1,3) J (1,2) J (1,3) J (1,4) 
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:                 .      ;  
         ,    
 ,         
 ;    
        ,   
:  
- , - , - ;  
 :1 = - , 2 =  - ,  3 = - ,  
4 =   - , 5 = - . 
 
                        
. :  
    (     ђ   
 . ); 
 Ђ   (    ,   
 );  
    ( ђ      
     );  
   (           
,       );  
  .   (         
);  
   (      . ).  
      (  36)     
       
.    5 ђ      
        , 
   ђ       (ЋtШФОs, JКРШ, 
2007). 
      ,   
   .    ,   : 
Ђ       ,   . , , 
  ,   ,     
.         (   
 ),       . 
         98 .  
   2 (   2)       
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    . ,      
        .  
    .        3  
6.         
      :    
(      1700     ) 
   (   ,     ). 
         87 . 
    6 (   6)       
    . ,       
          . 
.     .    1.   
     (       
 ). 
          193 
.       ,   6 (   
6)           . 
,            
      .   
          
             . 
    .     3.  
     .  (     
wellness&spa ). 
          72 . 
    4 (   4),      
     . ,     
        
    .     . 
   3.         
     : Ђ   (      
    7   )     
(   ).  
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     9  .    193  (  
=57,  =14,  =25,  =35,  
=15,  =33,  =6,  =3   =5). 
      ,   4 (   4),   
        . , 
         
            
.     .    1.  
        Ђ  . 
    ,    .   
          ,   
,       .    
 : 
•     , 
•      , 
•    , 
• ђ     ђ   /   
•     . 
           
                       
. ,      .     
  -   .   
       ђ  ,    
     ,          
   ( , ., 2007, . 41-42).     
   . 
          
 ( )     .   
        .  
            
  . .    , .  
           
,      ђ , ,    
,        . 





     .        
          
.          
 .          
,               
 ,         ђ  
 .  
    -   .    
         ,  , 
         , ,  
         ,     
   ,       10,  
         
  .  
 -    .    
  .          
      .    ,   
       ,     
      .    
          
   . .      ,     
       ,   ,  
 ,       . 
,        .  
,  ,     ,  
 ,     ,    ,  12  
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 .        ( ) 
  . .     ,  
            
    . .    
      .       
 ,      ђ , ,   
 ,       
 .         
         . 
,       .  
 ,      ,   
   .         
    (805 ),    
   (523 )      (182 
),      ,    
     .  
         
     ,  
      .  - 
      .     
      . ,       
 ,     . 
     ,     
             
. ђ ,        
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wellness/spa  .), ,      (   
     ),        
  .        , 
      ,     
      ђ  . 
         .  
            
     .       
 -           
          
,  ,     
. 
           
    ђ  ,      
 ,     ђ   . 
           
            
   .    ,   
  ,    ,   
       .   
     ђ   , 
 ,      . 
          
,           ,  
         a,  
       .     
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   ,       
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